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After Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick

Jonathan Goldberg

A year after Eve Sedgwick died, Michael Moon and I taught a graduate seminar on her work; “Reading Sedgwick” surveyed publications from the 1980s to the mid-’90s that came to be categorized as queer theory as well as some of Eve’s later work in affect theory, Buddhism, and textiles. Ten years after Eve’s death, for his final graduate seminar before retirement, Michael offered a course on her legacy. I attended many of the classes. Its focus was on later work and responses to it in the past ten years. “After Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick” was prompted by that reading. Coincidentally, “Eve’s Future Figures,” an essay I wrote soon after Eve’s death that includes reflections on our 2010 seminar, appeared in Reading Sedgwick. Lauren Berlant opens the volume with “Reading Sedgwick, Then and Now.” I begin here with her timely reflections. My essay, although occasioned by the brief history I just offered, explores questions that have motivated my work since The Seeds of Things, published, “as it happens,” a few months after Eve’s death, although finished months before she died. Eve has been “behind” my work, at least since Sodommetries, if not before; and always ahead. No one has mattered more to me in this respect; others, however different from me they are, feel the same way. That relationship also is a topic in what follows.
“Then and Now”

As Lauren Berlant notes, *Reading Sedgwick* was initiated by Michael O’Rourke soon after Eve died on April 12, 2009. As H.A. Sedgwick, Eve’s husband, Hal, details in his prefatory note to the collection, half of the essays in the volume originated in papers given at three sessions commemorating Eve at the 2010 Modern Language Association convention. The divide between those writing “then” and the ones written “now,” joined in Berlant’s collection and acknowledged in the title of her preface, is complicated from its opening sentence on: “This book calls up multiple pasts that are not past.” “Then,” in this formulation, remains “now,” as it still is when the preface concludes by characterizing “now” as an “iteration of the reactionary turn” of the “then,” the time when Eve first intervened: that reiteration “makes the Eve who diagnosed the ‘then’ even more newly necessary in the emerging and solidifying ‘now’” (4). These uses of “now” and “then” recall in advance the subtitle of Fawaz’s introduction, “The Necessity of Eve Sedgwick in Dark Times.” “Now” and “then,” destabilized by scare quotes, join in a reiteration that remains bound to dark times.

Nonetheless, it can seem as if the writing of the Eve who passed remains in the past, especially when it is described as “occasional” and “situational.” Likewise, the essays written now seem timebound when they are said to show “the presence of their situatedness” through their “reenactment … in or around Eve” (1). Parsing the temporal relation between the situational and the reiterated is difficult, although tilted in one direction when Eve’s formative queer theory is located in the Reagan years, while her later work in reparation, affect theory, and “Buddhist metempsychoses” (4) is dated to the heady, delusional Obama era. (In fact, most of Eve’s work dates from the Bush and Clinton years.) “Now” and “Then” offer “situational writing from specific historical moments” (1). “Those of us for whom

---

Eve was a living presence at very specific historic conjunctures” are divided from the current “generation of scholars who can assume queerness.” (2). For “us who were Eve’s contemporaries, the questions are different”: how to continue our attachment to her is one; “how do we continue the project of coming to terms with what we can’t specifically have asked for” (2) another.

These questions of continuity question the limits of the specificity of a life — of a then and now — beside something that survives, persists, desired and yet unexpected; that something, I would venture, also may define a life — a then or a now — and, so doing, put pressure on those temporal markers the way Berlant does at the beginning and end of her preface. What persists is further remarked when she invokes the multiple “modes” of Eve’s “being herself for her friends, students, colleagues, and for criticism” (1). The last of these involves her many styles of writing. If the essays gathered in Reading Sedgwick share “a strong mimetic drive to be with Eve by being like Eve” (1–2), that likeness cannot be reduced to a singularity. And when the essays are further described as resulting from “individual decisions about retaining and erasing traces of their origins” (1), retention and erasure arguably surpass individual decisions. The persistence of reiteration across now and then also points this way, prompting the reiterative, retrospective effect of the volume that Berlant aptly terms “queer respect” (1).

How definitive is the distinction between those whose relation to Eve is “an attachment known only through her writing” from those of “us for whom Eve was a living presence” (2)? I certainly belong in that latter group: Eve and I were friends for the last twenty years of her life, from soon after she joined the Duke English Department, when Michael Moon, who had taken a position there a year or two before, moved into her house. I lived with them on Montgomery Street weekends, summers, on sabbaticals. I went with Eve to her doctor when she got her initial cancer diagnosis; I cooked dinner for her during her subsequent round of chemo. With Michael and Hal, I sat at her bedside during her last days. She entrusted her late writing to me to edit and publish.
Certainly, I knew and loved and admired Eve. Lauren asks, for those of us who knew her, “what it meant, and still means to be writing with Eve not just on, but in, our minds” (2). It makes a difference but not a categorical one since, as she also says, the modes of writing in which Eve offered herself through the powerful heuristic of the “I” inscribes a position any of us can variously inhabit. To put this another way, I would recall what I wrote in “On the Eve of the Future,” and quote in “Eve’s Future Figures,” about what Eve meant by the reality that survives one’s own death or the painful loss of someone deeply loved: “Eve herself was irreplaceable, but also not singular. As she insists in “The Weather in Proust,” one meaning of supra-individuality is that one is connected and constituted beyond oneself, connected thereby to versions of oneself that succeed oneself … the life beyond life that inheres in relation that exceeds and constitutes the individual.” Writing, one of the places where that life continues to exist, continues beyond our own lives.

* *

In the pages that follow I revisit Eve in the spirit that Philomina Tsoukala affirms. Writing about the visceral effect of reading a writer known only through her writing, Tsoukala found that Eve “seemed to be ages ahead of me.” This is not a chronological reckoning: Eve knows her better than Tsoukala knows herself. This allows her, in writing, to be where Eve is, indeed to be vicariously, physically, sexually, psychologically, with her. Many readers have had versions of this feeling on first reading Eve. Lauren attests to it in “Two Girls, Fat and Thin” when she records her initial excitement on encountering Eve’s writing, its espousal of attachments capable of “unsurpassable consequence,” “an attitude toward what thinking (as écriture) can do”;

---

“Attachments are made … by an intelligence after which we are always running.” In following after Eve, she is at once past and yet before us. We come running after.

* 

Although I knew Eve well for many years, in person and on the page, my first actual meeting with her, at English Institute in 1984 I believe, was not very auspicious. *Between Men* was forthcoming, and I wanted to talk about it. Eve wanted only to talk about getting back to *The Warm Decembers*. We got nowhere. I read *Between Men* and published a review of the chapter on Shakespeare’s sonnets, alongside some other work on sexuality in the early modern period, in *GSN*, the gay studies newsletter edited by Michael Lynch that was the forerunner of *GLQ*. While I appreciated Eve’s forthright acknowledgment of male-male erosics — and female sexuality, too, in Shakespeare’s sonnets — I worried about her recourse to “heterosexuality” as the only term to describe sexuality in a culture that didn’t have “homosexuality” in its lexicon. A few years ago, at a conference occasioned by the thirtieth anniversary of the publication of *Between Men*, I gave a paper entitled “Misgivings” in which I rehearsed my early response. I did it in part to make reparations (I came to see how powerful Eve’s argument was and that I had misread it initially), but mostly because it suggested something more important: Eve’s writing is powerfully present precisely because it is always ahead of us; ahead of her too. Having Eve in mind does not happen in the same way to all of us, or in the same way for any one of us whenever we encounter her texts. Lauren knows this too. Soon after Eve’s death, in “Eve Sedgwick, Once More,” she describes her first encounter with Eve’s writing this way: “it had made me gasp, resist, have reveries, think twice, think

---

bigger, and become different.”5 Judith Butler reports something akin in “Capacity,” about reading and rereading Between Men: “each time I was being asked to think differently than I usually do.”6 Eve is always before us, the locus of misgivings that may be missed opportunities to think again or may afford us — whoever we are at whatever moment of reading — possibilities we didn’t know we could grasp. They resonate beyond the present, but still in a present that will inevitably not include us as one kind of “living presence.” Such an absence does not deny, as Berlant intimates, how she still lives.

After

In “Bringing Out D.A. Miller,” on Miller’s stance in Bringing Out Roland Barthes, Barbara Johnson distinguishes between “outing” and “bringing out.” Questions of temporality are involved. In each of its instances, outing means to be a once-for-all affair marked by before/after parameters, a decisive conversion. “Bringing out,” whose stylistic import Johnson stresses, entails revelations that are partial, piecemeal, matters of emphasis or occlusion — what is shown, brought out, necessarily leaves other things in the shadows, unsaid, concealed from view. Revelation is a process; it requires time to take place; it does not necessarily end. Johnson connects it to the Delphic command “know thyself.” That too is not a once-for-all event. “The Delphic oracle doesn’t ask, doesn’t tell, and doesn’t pursue,” she wittily comments, drawing on the language around gays in the US military that leaves unsaid what remains to be (un)said.7

“Bringing out” always comes after. Might that temporality reflect “the body’s own denial of the category of identity” (7),

---

Johnson wonders (perhaps in the vein of Maurice Merleau-Ponty in “Indirect Language and the Voices of Silence”). What if the before and after of outing were not the story line that accompanies identity? Or, to ask the question differently, what if that story was tied to a real that co-exists with and yet lies to the side of the reality conferred and designated by distinctions such as those that link “before” to “after”? To ask this is to glimpse — to posit — a reality that is both before and after. That is the temporal framework in which I would situate — bring out — axiom one in *Epistemology of the Closet*: “People are different from each other.”

Its bottom line of singularity is announced through the word “different.” Difference is not an identity. Indeed, it is close to its opposite (although it might not be non-identity either). Axiom one might well restate the injunction enjoined by the Delphic Oracle. It is, at any rate, an oracular utterance. “Different” could be the adjective to describe the verbal force that Johnson explores as “bringing out,” an utterance whose imperative — to act — is at the same time recursive. It intimates a turning rather than a definitive movement from one thing or state to another, from one time to another. These questions about identity — outed or brought out, lead Johnson, Miller, and me as well, to ask how an author is in her text. Johnson answers by noting that “it is impossible to know whether one is bringing out the person or the writings. And that is what Barthes means by ‘the death of the author’” (8).

*  

Johnson’s essay is not about Sedgwick. Nonetheless her parsing of Miller’s “bringing out” seems to me suggestive for reading Eve. Writing about the opening sentence of *Bringing Out Roland Barthes* Johnson notices how Miller makes “us believe in the reality of the voice of the living person” (8). Eve does that particularly stunningly at the close of “White Glasses,” a eulogy for

---

Michael Lynch that Eve was able to deliver while he still lived. Exploring their identifications, the essay involves the crossing of life and death: Eve’s unanticipated cancer diagnosis brings with it another suspended death sentence. Writing takes place in this suspension, the uncanny temporality of the after, the time that remains.

*  

Hi Michael! I know I probably got almost everything wrong but I hope you didn’t just hate this. See you in a couple of weeks. (Tendencies, 266)

“Reality and Realization”

First published in The Weather in Proust, “Reality and Realization” was delivered at the 1998 convention of the Modern Language Association. Eve opens by glancing at her ambition to explore the conjunction she calls “Critical Theory, Buddhist Practice,” seemingly as an academic project—an anthology or a conference are mentioned as two possible forms it might take. It could be that, but Eve’s gloss on the topic by way of its foundation in “shared nondualistic understandings of more or other than a series of propositional readings” suggests something else, something “more or other,” a “sharing” of what they have in common that the terms “Critical” and “Buddhist” do not themselves convey since they do not align along any axis of definitional similarity (“Theory” and “Practice” usually are treated as opposites).9 Possibilities are furthered when Eve pluralizes “understandings” of “Theory,” as “deconstruction or, say, systems theory” (207). She illuminates the nondualism of these gestures later in the essay when she quotes Dudjom Rinpoche’s description of the nature of mind: “It has never been liberated /

It has never been deluded / It has never existed / It has never been nonexistent” (209).

Like Barbara Johnson’s “bringing out” project, Eve’s seeks to supplement propositional thinking that aims at the definitive—at identity—with a capacity of identification in which “more” or “other” are not incompatible (they are coupled with an “or” that could as easily be an “and”). The form of knowing that they support is “more an issue of practice … than of epistemology” (207), less something to know than a way of knowing, doing, and being.

Conceptual and historical parameters of Eve’s academic project are sketched in the second paragraph of “Reality and Realization,” which glances at moments when Buddhism and western thought came together in a number of thinkers, unnamed, who might “reflect a zeitgeist or two (or twenty)” (206). “Stories that await telling” remain untold, however, except in gestures to names of places and groups. (Fuller consideration of these topics is given in “Pedagogy of Buddhism” in Touching Feeling.) The paragraph that follows moves on to “another set of stories,” those that ally theory and Buddhism. But rather than pursue these agendas, or to do so otherwise, in lieu of them, Eve offers “a slight but true story” (207) about her own preparation for foreign travel and her experiences in Asia. She reads guidebooks to know what to expect and how to behave. This travel is literal, yet it bears upon her project and its reach; Eve had called the conjunction of theory and practice, criticism and Buddhism “haimish to anyone whose mother’s milk has been deconstruction or, say, systems theory” (207). In these conjunctions, the at-home and the exotic come together, embodied in a digestive process.

The “slight” story on offer bears the weight of demonstrating “the troubled mismatch between knowledge and realization” that constitutes one of “the distinctive bonds” that tie together “the shared nondualistic understandings” of critical theory and Buddhist thought (207). It hinges on the ubiquity of gift exchange in Asia. Eve couches the lesson taught in all the guidebooks as a maternal dictum: “Remember? We talked about this
at home. Now, when you hand over this present, what do you do?” (208) The answer is, you use both hands. As Eve tells the story, it appears that is exactly what she forgot to do, or forgot the dictum in doing. Knowing and realizing meet there. And why not? The story is about exchange, this for that, this or that, making equivalent the non-equivalent, something suggested as well by the variousness of the gifts Eve bears, theory books, maple syrup, baby gifts. Eve’s destination is at once heimlich and unheimlich; to Asia, but to her brother’s home and his newborn son (the baby’s mother Songmin is named, but not identified as David Kosofsky’s wife). The story seems to show that Eve failed to realize what she knew—use two hands—but that an exchange was nonetheless accomplished, took place even if the propositional injunction was not followed or not kept in mind. Realization has “nothing necessarily transcendent about” it after all (209); it lies in the doing. Exchange, anthropologists like Claude Lévi-Strauss and Marcel Mauss before him taught us, is the basis of culture: women, goods, words, are their medium. They accomplish their work through transportation, transposition, displacement and alienation. While there is nothing necessarily transcendent in these material movements, the doing involves the displacement inherent in tying the concept of the gift, definitionally a giving without exchange, to a relationship of exchange, singlehandedness to two-handedness, identity to identification.

The title “Reality and Realization” couples two terms that could appear to name the same thing twice or to name two things that seem almost impossible to distinguish and which nonetheless are as distinct as the two words are. What these words share, Eve claims, is an “orthogonal” relationship to propositional truth (208) — the numerous true statements one might make about any situation will never coincide with the reality of any moment. The temporality of that moment is not easily described. Realization lags behind knowledge “by months or eons” (209), a timespan akin to the zeitgeist or two or twenty of east-west encounters. In the gap between propositional knowledge and its realization, practice endlessly recurs. Eve illuminates it
through the concept of the bardo, an in-between state in which one is suspended, in dreams, in meditation, in death. The latter is a privileged state called the bardo of Dharmata, the bardo of reality. It begins immediately after death. Any bardo is meant to open the eyes of practitioners to the realization that any moment is one of in-between suspension. For Eve, that realization came around death, as it did for Johnson by way of Roland Barthes on the death of the author. It was “learning that a cancer I had thought was in remission had in fact become incurable” that brought home “the considerable distance between knowing that one will die and realizing it” (210). To which one must add, as Eve does, the fact that such a realization is “coupled with the seemingly absolute inaccessibility of our own death to our living consciousness” (210). The coupling of reality and realization occurs in a suspension and gap that never is overcome until it is realized in a place or time inaccessible to “living consciousness”: this is where our (mortal) being coincides with Being, with what is. As Sedgwick repeatedly suggests, this is where theory, with its propositional truth claims, lags behind Buddhist practices.

Beside any cause-effect, before-after propositional logic, such practices follow the maternal injunction that one is bound to remember to forget. Never achieving the goal of mastery, the finality of knowing, these practices of mindfulness take place in a now that is a between or a beside. Their “real, obscure temporality” (210) is an after that looks ahead at what is before, ontologically an unheimlich heimat, an “itself” that also is “ourselves and not other than ourselves” (211).

“I know I probably got almost everything wrong,” Eve says to Michael Lynch, that is to say, I know what the Delphic oracle was urging on me, a practice of knowing coincident with not knowing. So “I” can be wrong about almost everything but not about the possibility that Eve’s “I” assays when she sends her greeting across what propositional thinking supposes to be the uncrossable boundary between life and death.
“Twisted Temporalities,” “Queer Temporality”

These two phrases appear in the titles of two versions of Jane Gallop’s 2011 essay on Eve, “Sedgwick’s Twisted Temporalities,” from which I will be quoting, and “The Queer Temporality of Writing,” in which she extends her reading of Eve to the other authors she considers in The Deaths of the Author. Gallop fetches the latter phrase from Barber and Clark’s introduction to Regarding Sedgwick. The “queer temporality” she has in mind, as she notes there, and again in “Early and Earlier Sedgwick,” her contribution to Reading Sedgwick, is borrowed from Barber and Clark. In that later piece, she takes stock of Eve’s authorial re-visitations in prefaces to the 1992 reissue of Between Men and the republication of The Coherence of Gothic Fiction in 1986. Gallop registers shock at the self-divisions that Eve performs in these pieces of writing, the author doubled by death and desire, split between first and third persons. Eve’s return to earlier Eves frames Gallop’s review of her own earlier essay, my focus here. In that piece, “White Glasses,” along with Eve’s “Memorial for Craig Owens,” are read closely. Both appear in Tendencies, and her readings grapple to define the queer moment that volume announces.

To do that, Gallop embraces Barber and Clark’s claim that a “specifically queer temporality” in Tendencies jostles “a recognizable temporal frame, … another conception and unfolding of temporality” (2). In a footnote at the end of her essay, she offers a gloss by quoting “White Glasses,” where Eve writes, “what is at work here … falls … across the ontological crack between the living and the dead.”10 That between could be teased perhaps from the title of the first essay in Tendencies, “Queer and Now.” It couples “queer” to a temporal marker by way of the little word “and” (to recall Wagner’s Isolde on the “und” that joins her to Tristan). “Something about queer is inextinguishable” is Eve’s

---

numinous gloss on the “now” of queer (Tendencies xii), as she traces the etymological roots of the word, “twist” among them. Gallop chooses that word to focus queer temporality in relation to the writing that survives the death of the author. Eve emphasizes its transitivity, its mobile motion across.

The queer twist on temporality in Gallop’s essay becomes an ironic twist: “the slow organic temporality” (57) of expectation suffers the sudden surprise of its bafflement by death. The end of life ends the writing process; before and after are in a relation of estrangement and distortion. These ironic twists are directed against the writer’s attempt at mastery of the situation. The writer is both Eve and Jane Gallop herself: at the very moment Gallop finds Sedgwick having trouble writing she adds a footnote to confess her own difficulty finishing her essay. Both writers overcome their difficulty, however, Eve in the completed essay, “Tales of the Avunculate,” which takes up a prompt from Craig Owens, as well as in the uncanny liveness of her address to Michael Lynch in “White Glasses.” Picking up on Eve’s claim in the foreword to Tendencies that “queer” is a “continuing moment,” Gallop links the present tense utterance of Eve to Michael Lynch as one that stands outside temporality in its refusal of the rhythm of expectation and fulfilment whose disruptions her readings chart. By staying behind, it becomes anachronistic. Lynch gets to hear his obituary; he is “still alive and already dead,” she writes, “a very unsettling moment … out of and in time” (70). In a final ironic twist, the framework of before and after interrupted by the unbridgeable gap between life and death is joined in an “and.”

It always is “and” in Sedgwick’s writing. Gallop’s gap — and the “or” it supposes — is only part of the story. Following Barber and Clark who find the celebration of queer at the opening of Tendencies “hedged,” Gallop locates Eve’s hesitation to celebrate the visible arrival of the queer moment as the temporal distortion AIDS introduced into the queer parade, at once a slowing down of life to good days and bad ones, and a speeding up to a precipitous end. Gallop extends this distortion to the grammar of Eve’s sentence, relocating a parenthesis she thinks starts in
the wrong place and includes issues that don’t belong together. “The long parenthesis distorts the text. AIDS and death are part of that distortion,” she writes (52). The issues in the parenthesis are indeed far from univocal; they include signs of gay acceptance — by the incoming president (Clinton), in the strong presence of people of color for the first time in the annual gay march; of stigma and prejudice against people with AIDS; of misguided straight and gay politics— the embrace of bisexuality and of military service. That is their point: all these “other moments” than the queer moment nonetheless coincide in it. Queer time is a matter of either/or and of both/and.

Gallop worries the temporal relationship of Tendencies and Epistemology of the Closet, emphasizing the distance between them, claiming that Eve’s stress on their proximity “would minimize almost out of existence” (48) the three years that separate the two books. Death marks this difference. Similarly, she emphasizes how the death of Craig Owens robbed Eve of any motive to finish writing her essay. “Suddenly I couldn’t do that,” Eve writes (105–6); “Sedgwick is having a hard time writing.” “Sedgwick underscores how difficult writing was,” “Sedgwick is having a very hard time writing,” she reiterates (57). “As it turns out, however, the memorial’s sense of impossibility is in fact only temporary,” Gallop admits a couple of pages later (59), going on to glance at “Tales of the Avunculate,” which she first summarizes accurately enough as involving “the queer in the family,” but then, just as quickly, moves to its ironic twist, declaring the conclusion of that essay a surprise and abruption in its “militant rejection of the family” (60).

This moment of surprise could be put beside an earlier one that Gallop notices when she compares “a feature of queer possibility” that Eve explores in Proust (in “Paranoid and Reparative Reading”) to the foreshortening of AIDS: “first she establishes deroutinized temporality as an attractive, even joyful possession, before she links it to brutality and death,” she writes (51). The two are not quite so disjunct; the “temporal disorientation,” Sedgwick writes, of this “revelatory space would have been impossible in a heterosexual père de famille, in one who
had meanwhile been embodying, in the form of inexorably ‘progressing’ identities and roles, the regular arrival of children and grandchildren.” The assault on the family, its opacity about the queer in the family, points to the “something” in queer that remains inextinguishable: a revelatory space of realization of survival despite the power of ignorance, denial, exclusion, and stigma. Its coincidence of temporalities is akin to the coincidence of minoritizing and universalizing impulses in the formation of sexual identities that enable “relational and strange” movements across boundaries, even including the ontological divide of life and death.

For another boundary crossed in Eve, consider Gallop’s excision of Audre Lorde’s name from her citation and close reading of the parenthesis at the opening of *Tendencies* (52) in which Eve names together the AIDS deaths of Tom Yingling and Melvin Dixon and Lorde’s from cancer. In footnote 20, close to the end of “Twisted Temporalities,” Gallop acknowledges her omission, claiming that her heightening of the ironic twist follows Eve since she does not immediately reveal her cancer diagnosis in “White Glasses.” AIDS and cancer, however, are coincident from the start of *Tendencies*, part of Eve’s pursuit of sameness and difference across gender and race, among other categories.

Although the death of the author and the liveness of writing are her ultimate concerns, Gallop’s essay on Eve’s temporalities narrows its focus to writing in its most literal sense. Her analysis of the “Memorial for Craig Owens” follows from Eve’s first meeting him in print (in an essay in which he singled her out from other feminists for her anti-homophobic argument connecting women and gay men) to his death while Eve was writing “Tales of the Avunculate.” “Relation” is a key term in the memorial. It involves “part-objects,” writing serving as a main example of the materials of a strange and strangely familiar relationship.

---

Gallop attaches to it a Freudian frame of perversity. That might be part of the story; Eve’s invocation of the term certainly is indebted to Melanie Klein and D.W. Winnicott’s development of object relations. Eve’s “motive,” she writes in the memorial, goes “very deep” and seems immemorial (104). Begun in writing, it continued when she and Craig Owens met: “seeing him felt like keeping an assignation we’d always had, and it felt that way to me each of the few times we got to see each other” (104). “Always” disrupts the sequence.

What continues is not something easily parsed. Eve makes no claim to know what Craig Owens really was “like,” whether her relation to him was one that others who knew him would have recognized, or whether he would have articulated their relation in the same way. Not knowing such things, a point she emphasizes, does not preclude knowing that somehow what they exchanged was something that neither of them “had a right to be surprised” by (104). So, to the surprise of the interruption of death add a matching non-surprise of a non-equivalent equivalence between things and persons unlike yet like each other. From the elements of his “differential social identity,” Owens offered Eve a place for her “identificatory life” answered by the “parts” of her that “might be … inside Craig” (105), “a durable motive that went very deep” in both directions. “I can’t imagine yet what will happen to the motive Craig provided in me,” she writes; “Craig’s vitality” is that motive, the motor force that he “animated with both his presences and absences,” “this strange, utterly discontinuous, projective space of desire euphemistically named friendship, love at a distance, or even just reading and writing” (105). Crucial to this discontinuity and difference is precisely its power to continue beyond the person even as it contributes to “all the different surfaces that make a self for most of us” (104).

This conjunction defines “what falling in love means” to Eve, she writes in A Dialogue on Love: “It’s a matter of suddenly, globally, ‘knowing’ that another person represents your only access to some vitally,
transmissible truth
or radiantly heightened
mode of perception,

and that if you lose the thread of intimacy, both you and your
whole world might subsist forever in some desert-like state of
ontological impoverishment.”12 “Knowing” is in scare quotes
here because what Eve describes is a realization that is self-con-
stitutive yet made in relation to another, or to an otherness in
the beloved whose vitality, whose life, shared, provides the ac-
cess point for truths and perceptions that are likewise transper-
sonal and impersonal, intimate and radiant. The ontological
richness of this relationship cannot be divorced from its being
merely a thread in some weaving that is not one’s own and yet
constitutes one’s self in a world.

In formulations like these, object relations inhere not only as
objects, but in objects, including the ones we are in relation to
what is strange, not us and yet us. It might be found in “a couple
of cryptic paragraphs” we try to decipher (Tendencies 105). “The
verbal aura that attached to this cherished adhesion,” Eve writes,
using Whitman’s preferred term for relation, “hovered around
the magical words, enigmatic, magnetic” (106). She worries at
the end of her obituary that what will now “unfold and unfold”
in her will be the loss of this cherished “subject and object.” Al-
though she genuinely does not know what will come of loss,
what happens is inherent in strange relations that exceed what
an “I” might know, a knowledge not entirely one’s own to know
even as it inhabits one’s writing and being, a relationship to oth-
ers and past them too: “Now the sense of gratitude and luck,
which painfully can’t diminish, are fermenting around I can’t tell
what point of adhesion — since I feel I genuinely don’t know if
this inexorable disclosure now can unfold anything but, repeat-
edly, the loss of its subject and object” (106). The gratitude, and
the motive it carries are equally inexorable: On the one hand,

nothing lasts forever; on the other, something goes on. Writing is one name for that something inextinguishable. “The eventual unfolding of that enclosure, already internal, was part of what, I always thought, was going to constitute me: for better and maybe also worse, for comfort and conceivably danger” (106).

The memorial thus ends with something still fermenting. So, too, the uncanny voice at the end of “White Glasses” persists beyond the bounds of life and death. Gallop acknowledges this glancing at the dedication page of Tendencies, three photos of Eve and Michael at the grave of Emily Dickinson, and the words, “In memory of Michael Lynch, and with love to him.” “I thought I would have to—I thought I could—address this to you instead of Michael,” Eve addresses the audience of presumed mourners, “and now (yikes) I can do both” (256). In the dedication she does both too, sending her love to dead Michael Lynch. This queer motion (motive) athwart moves across the divide: “Now, shock and mourning gaze in both directions through the obituary frame, and much more than shock and mourning, it is exciting that Michael is alive and full of beans today, sick as he is; I think it is exciting for both of us that I am; and in many ways it is full of stimulation and interest, even, to be ill and writing” (256).

“The I who does both is also a different one with new fears and temporalities” (256). The name for that new time at the conclusion of “White Glasses” is “this long moment,” and Eve longs “to know more and more” about it (266). The way through and across it is captured in a line from the poem by Ariwara no Narihara that Eve stenciled on to her fabric art: “I have always known that I would take this path, but yesterday I did not know it would be today” (Weather in Proust 111). Commenting on it, Eve remarks her fondness for weaving herself into an “I” that is not herself, one, moreover, on the point of unraveling. That point is the nexus of her identifications across, for her “real dread” is not of dying before her time, “but about losing the people who make … [her] want to live” (Tendencies 264). In the obituary relation, “anyone, living or dead, may occupy the position of the speaker, the spoken to, the spoken about” (264). These crossings
at “the ontological crack between the living and the dead” move along the axis of “an identification that falls across gender … sexualities … ‘perversions’” (257).

If so-called “organic” temporality supposes that one thing follows another, it’s worth noticing how, in “White Glasses,” that’s not how the writing proceeds, and not just in the volte-faces on which Gallop fastens. Eve begins with her first meeting with Michael Lynch three times in topic sentences that vary slightly, same and different at once: “The first time I met Michael Lynch …,” “When I first met Michael Lynch …,” “The day I first met Michael Lynch” (252–53). These are, perhaps, tellings of the same encounter, involving the same persons, the “I” and “Michael Lynch”; Eve first focuses on his white glasses, her belief that within a year every gay man will be sporting them; she resolves: “I want to be first.” She wants to be first, before all the other gay men, but after Michael Lynch. The object that would retrospectively put her in his position is precisely that, an object. White glasses matter here as a prosthetic non-organic extension that prolongs relation beyond any recognizable likeness to make them “like.”

The second “first” situates Michael differently, not through his glasses but in terms of his contributions to gay studies and gay activism, a part he plays and to which he attracts and attaches others. It places him in a then tiny field of academia: everyone who fits the bill gathers in a coffee shop at the 1986 MLA convention. Finally, another “first”: Michael Lynch’s ex, Bill Lewis, has just been diagnosed with AIDS: “the Michael I met and fell in love with, was to some degree I could never estimate, a Michael made different on the same day by the suddenly more graphic proximity of intimate loss” (253). Its effect? It enhanced “Michael’s availability to be identified with and loved.” By becoming other than himself, Michael has begun to know and to arrive at that boundary to which Eve was drawn in an identification that began in an object (white glasses). It issues immediately in this statement of identity/identification: “the I who met Michael and fell in love with his white glasses … was nobody simpler than
the handsome and complicated poet and scholar I met in him” (253).

For an image to accompany this, I, like Jane Gallop, turn to the dedication page of Tendencies, the photo collage of Eve and Michael at the tomb of Emily Dickinson that Jason Edwards informs us was titled “Eternity’s White Flag.” “Sedgwick and Lynch tenderly interlocked over Dickinson’s grave,” Jason writes. Eve’s identification as a gay man passed through her and Michael’s differentially shared lesbian identification with Dickinson (and with Willa Cather), and through the blanket from the lesbian aunt who raised him that Michael gave Eve after her cancer diagnosis. These fostered a likeness that had nothing to do with how they looked or how white glasses looked on them (Eve provides an exacting discussion of the whiteness of the white glasses in relation to race and gender), nor even how they saw through the funereal frame. White is attached to death and blankness, to the “nobody” simpler and more complicated than one finds in a “fiercely transitive” relation “that might cross barriers” (Tendencies 253). Hence Eve’s attachment to “the unbearably double-edged imperative” of the reiterated “Out, out” (261):

She should have died hereafter:
There would have been a time for such a word,—
To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life’s but a walking shadow; a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more: it is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.

(Macbeth 5.5.17–28)

Eve reads the inevitable snuffing of the flame of individual life that is ours alongside the “performative injunction” of coming-out, bringing out, being out, “the imperative of visibility, defiance, solidarity, and self-assertion” (261). These are so little opposites that “Out, out” could as soon mean “Include, include.” Michael’s “availability to identification” is something that Eve claims for herself: “It’s as though there were transformative political work to be done just by being available to be identified with in the very grain of one’s illness (which is to say, the grain of one’s own intellectual, emotional, bodily self as refracted through illness and as resistant to it) — being available for identification to friends, but as well to people who don’t love one; even to people who may not like one at all nor wish one well” (261). “I have never felt less stability in my gender, age, and racial identities, nor, anxious and full of the shards of dread, shame, and mourning as this process is, have I ever felt more of a mind to explore and exploit every possibility” (264). The adventure of life/death is not other than the dream of “dolce far niente” she hopes for when Michael visits (259), doing and being nothing and nobody, signifying nothing.

“Eve Sedgwick’s ‘Other Materials’”

My heading is the title of an essay by Scott Herring that has galvanized this book project; more immediately, it furthers my consideration of materiality in Eve’s thought. Herring borrows from a course title of Eve’s, “How To Do Things with Words and Other Materials.” Obliquely, but finally, and centrally, his essay embraces the conjunction of words with other materials that Eve declared a foregone conclusion in her own late fabric art (Weather in Proust 106). Most of his essay richly mines Eve’s writing, early and late, for material conjunctions, as, for example, in a passage he quotes from Dialogue of Love: “THE BUDDHIST STUFF, MANIA FOR MAKING UNSPEAKING OBJECTS” (Dialogue 107). As “stuff,” Buddhist thought provides a material correlate for the “unspeaking objects” Eve made. In them, her own personhood and agency faced limits she felt in the push
back of her materials, inorganic matter with a mind of its own, so to speak, objects insisting on being. Anal matter, Herring argues, is a prime referent for the “other materials” that thread their way through Eve’s oeuvre. Following it, he also is led to speculate provocatively on Kleinian object relations. Human psychology moves in the direction of the objects humans produce that are “other” than themselves, evacuated from them. The doubleness of our self/not-our-self marks our existence as not entirely our own. This route leads him to a close consideration of Eve’s “Bathroom Song,” a poem that moves from her fecal matter to Buddhist stuff.

Herring’s essay is supported by the connection Eve makes in “Come As You Are,” between letting go of the fecal matter that our bodies produce and the letting go of our bodily life that death entails. Letting be is not only an answer to the unwelcome imperative of death but also a fact of life; we lose “our shit, our eyelashes, our hair, our scabs, our skin, our youth, our hips, our capacities to reproduce, our minds, our lovers, our parents, our bodies, our selves,” Herring details.14 “There is nothing shittier than losing something or someone you love,” he continues; his sentence applies as much to our self-relations as it does to our relation to beloved others. Toilet training is the beginning of a lesson in letting go that we come to realize in the death we carry with us. This is a recognition, in Buddhist terms, of the transitoriness of our lives and selves built on a crumbling, unraveling basis of supposed needs and self-aggrandizing desires. “Suppose that getting toilet trained is about learning, forcibly, to change the process of one’s person into a residual product — into something that instead exemplifies the impersonal in its lumpishly ultimate taboo form,” Eve hypothesizes. “Isn’t this one of the tasks of dying as well?” “The silk and the shit again go together,” Herring remarks, citing their conjunction in Eve’s therapist, Shannon Van Wey’s notes that connect Eve’s fabric arts to the

letting go of self that toilet training initiates (Dialogue 206). Letting go is a creative act; it releases a masterpiece, a gift. On earlier pages of Dialogue on Love, Eve tells Van Wey about being toilet trained at an improbably early age. In his notes, he speculates, or perhaps voices Eve’s speculations about this memory, perhaps a shared family fantasy, in which pride in accomplishment meets shame; it fueled her masturbatory practice and accompanying sexual fantasies of spanking. “HAVING BOTTOM EXPOSED” is what they share (190). What’s mused in this material is the punch line in “A Poem Is Being Written,” where spanking sparks poetic practice and Eve’s creative imagination. Its final metamorphosis was the conjunction of Buddhism, Proust, and textiles — arts of letting go.

Herring connects Eve’s late ruminations to her earlier work, her focus on anality in Henry James, for example, or the potty humor of “Divinity,” an essay/performance piece Eve co-authored with Michael Moon. In it the cross-gender identification enacted through the cross-dressed fat body of John Waters’s star Divine leads to the scene in Pink Flamingos in which she eats shit, a symbolic gesture that defines her abjected shameful existence. A Buddhist perspective could rewrite this scenario to underline the possibility of an impersonal place of belonging that has let go of self. This is also a subject in “A Poem Is Being Written.” There, the aorist agency of the Freudian scene of the child being beaten entails the de-agential agency of the anal erotics of poetic production.

Herring’s analysis traces a path from the erotic emphasis in Eve’s earlier work to her later stress on nondualism, a way of putting one thing beside another, life and death in relation by way of the sexuality inherent in the non-sexual reproduction of anal sex. The paradigmatic instance of this creative conjunction is a passage in Henry James’s notebook that Eve instances and explored in Epistemology (208), Tendencies (99), and Touching Feeling (47–48). Contemplating his “arrears,” his “inward

---

accumulation of material,” James imagines writing as plunging his hand—indeed, his arm—deep within the “sacred and cool darkness” of his tabooed bowels, fist ing himself to relieve himself of the “accumulated good stuff” that keeps on giving itself up. As Eve notes, this scene refuses the distinction of active and passive; its two-sidedness refuses dualisms. This source is founded (au fond) in the singularity of a pun or two. Herring traces a path whose final instantiation he oddly omits to mention. It starts in Epistemology, continued through a seminar at Duke that had Wings of the Dove on the syllabus (Michael Moon co-taught; I participated) in which Eve tried out her later reading of James, concluding in the last essay she completed before her death, “Anality: News From the Front.” She never left the behind behind.

* 

Herring’s exploration of “fecal object relations” (7) takes him, along with Eve, to wonder whether the reparative is as far as Kleinian object relations go. “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading” often is taken to be Eve’s last word on the subject. That 1997 essay, reprinted in Touching Feeling, was not the end of her thinking. “Melanie Klein and the Difference Affect Makes,” ten years later, along with passages in The Weather in Proust, nudge object relations towards the conjunction of shit and silk. “Here and there in her writings,” as Herring observes, “questions emerge into non-Kleinian—not just non-Lacanian—modes of being in the world that might give ‘some possibilities of opening out our relation to the depressive’” (12). He pursues this speculation of Eve’s in “Melanie Klein and the Difference Affect Makes” along with the recurrence of “possibilities” as a potent word in Eve’s vocabulary throughout her career for the process of “opening out” (12). It characterizes what she found to think about in the texts she explored, as well as in the life she lived, facing her continuing desire not to live, finding motives to live and to create through her love and interest in others. To counter nondualistically the tally of losses that constitute our existence, he reminds us of Eve’s resistance to the painful askesis of Eliza-
After Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick

beth Bishop’s “One Art” of losing, her offer, instead, of multiple arts of “loosing,” a letting go that allows an expansion into “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances” (*Tendencies* 8) literally realized in Eve’s late textile art. It’s basic to her pedagogy, the most instructive scene of which is perhaps the one she recounts in *Touching Feeling*. She faints, passes out; her self-absenting could “wrench the boundaries of discourse round in productive if not always obvious ways,” she proposes (34). Being beside herself in this way, opened out, splayed, Eve figures the enjambed position of “beside” she affirms in relation to the dualisms fostered by the more familiar conceptual relations of behind, before, beyond.

* 

Herring’s speculations about possibilities beside the depressive draw on the discussion of the topic by Lauren Berlant and Lee Edelman in *Sex, or the Unbearable*, developed from a dialogue delivered at the 2010 MLA convention. Berlant questions Edelman’s demonstration that Eve’s attempts to open out the reparative always involves negations that, he contends, lead her back to paranoid splitting. He insists that her “and” is an alibi for “or.” Berlant continually concedes his point, as it relates to her “cruel optimism,” but also resists it, most promisingly when she ponders the non-necessity that possibility opens. What is possible, after all, is not certain. It escapes epistemological determination. Indeed, for something to remain possible it must not yet be or at least not be apprehended as such. It exists as the non-existent possibility of possibility, a perpetual state of non-being and not-knowing. She wonders if Edelman’s eternal “no” might be nudged in this direction of “the Sedgwickian nonce.”16 She has in mind the “nonce taxonomy” of *Epistemology* (23). It is arguably recalled in Eve’s embrace of non-being in “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness.” Affectively, we have seen examples of this stance when, for instance, Eve met the dread of death with

newfound interests and energy. It would be difficult to call this response merely reparative since it was less about making new wholes, more an affirmation of a multiplicity of motives all at once. Nothing is excluded in these nonce solutions; even Edelman’s dualistic “no” might be folded into it.

It’s worth noting, too, as Berlant does, that sex returns in these possibilities, albeit in loosened, non-individualized forms of extended relationality. Such possibilities participate in Eve’s breathtaking list of what “beside” includes: “a wide range of desiring, identifying, representing, repelling, paralleling, differentiating, rivalry, tearing, twisting, mimicry, withdrawing, attracting, aggressing, warping, and other relations” (Touching Feeling 8). It’s not that “and” is a series of “or’s”; “and” and “or” belong in a series of relations in which sameness and difference are preserved and mooted in the space of possibilities. In her art of loosing, Eve writes, “ideally, life, love, and ideas might then sit freely, for a while, in the palm of the open hand” (3). What we hold on to now is made possible by the realization of life that continues in our absence, in our being in non-being, surviving, living on. This is how the universe lives and we in it, how “the things in it, including oneself and one’s contents” live (Weather in Proust 32). It is impossible not to hear — that is, it is possible to hear — in the rephrasing of “oneself” and “one’s contents,” the “fecal object relations” of Scott Herring’s “other objects.”

* 

The thoughts pursued in “Eve Sedgwick’s ‘Other Materials’” follow from a close reading of “Bathroom Song,” its trajectory from the personal to the impersonal. Herring notes for instance the many ways in which the opening stanzas identify the “I” of the poem with the biographical Eve Kosofsky: the precocity of her toilet training, her childhood home in Dayton, Ohio, her supportive parents recognizing their gifted, precocious child even in her potty offerings. The final stanza analogizes these scenes with a citation from the Heart Sutra. It keeps with the biographical evidence of Eve’s engagement with Buddhism. Nonetheless,
in the representation of the infant Eve by the adult writing the poem, the “I,” in Herring’s reading, moves to occupy two positions at once; her anal matter comes to occupy the position of “impersonal matter, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick as ‘other materials’” (10). The precocious one-year-old “outstrips conventional timelines,” he continues; this “I” is finally, and at first, “a piece of matter that belongs to no one and everyone but the universe” (9). Grandma Frieda in the poem is perhaps the grandmother from whom Eve learned the weaver’s handshake, the grasp of texture that locates oneself peacefully outside oneself. Herring’s reading situates the text’s echoes of previous texts as an impersonal extension. It is akin to Buddhist prayer flags that message themselves on the wind and water. In “Bathroom Song,” Eve’s bodily waste arrives at the ear of her grandmother, and of God, as well as the cave of Memory (the Henry James scenario; a Proustian scene too). Grandmother is echoed in the face of her son, Eve’s father. Eve, bald like him, is transgendered. Renaming herself Evita draws attention to the meaning of “Eve” in Genesis through its translation into a proper foreign name — “Eve” means life, Being that is. As Herring recalls, the poem first appeared in “Come As You Are,” title of a Nirvana hit that became a byword of its time, inviting its audience to come any way it wants to be, or was, or is wanted to be, as friend, as enemy, white or black, to face the possibility denied of being killed, annihilated, or kept in the refrain of memory. Herring sums up his reading as the conjunction of “a playful return to her body’s impersonal arts and crafts … structured around non-attachment” (14). “Bathroom Song,” he concludes, “is, I remind myself, a poem” (16). That reminder reminds us of what “and” joins in the title of Eve’s course: “Words and Other Materials.”

I would put this aesthetic reminder beside Brian Glavey’s The Wallflower Avant-Garde, a book about queer ekphrasis that takes off from the movement of Eve’s thought. Rather than offering the usual bifurcated early/late Eve divided between epis-
temological erotic concerns and “abstract questions of affect and temporality,” Glavey connects the close readings of “The Weather in Proust” (starting with the fountain in Proust as an exemplary ekphrasis) with the site of a sexiness for Eve that she located early, as she recounts in Tendencies and reiterated thereafter: “for me, a kind of formalism, a visceral near-identification with the writing I cared for, at the level of sentence structure, metrical pattern, rhyme, was one way of trying to appropriate what seemed the numinous and resistant power of the chosen objects” (Tendencies 3). In that becoming-object lies an impersonal mode of attachment to the world, “seeing something as itself and something else at the same time.”

Glavey posits a non-dualistic reading of Eve’s oeuvre. Re-thinking her own rethinking, he arrives at the creativity that Eve celebrates, the galvanizing effects of her own self-withdrawals. “The performative utterance, according to Sedgwick, behaves much as the queer child does in her work, shyly turning inward but with electrifying effects on those drawn into her proximity” (148). Those effects are bound to the near-identifications, near-misses, with the objects that draw one, the object-relations Scott Herring identifies. “Sedgwick’s meteorological turn thus should not be seen as shying away from the sexual,” Glavey insists. It participates in the “wallflower avant-gardism defined in part by its reluctance to being snared in the sorts of oppositional thinking that would pitch the antisocial and the utopian as opposites” (3). Eve’s aestheticism is both a mode of attachment and detachment. Nonce-relations allow one for a time to survive fastened to what remains when we have parted from this world—the world itself and what we may have added to it by having been here for a while.

* * *

Arriving here we approach the conjunction that Judith Butler offers in her contribution to *Reading Sedgwick* (a reworking of yet another talk originally delivered at the 2010 MLA convention). “Proust at the End” is a doubled end in which Eve and Barbara Johnson meet. Both died within months of each other; both were reading Proust at the end. They read him, Butler argues, for the kind of “posthumous happiness” that Swann is said to have achieved in marrying Odette, a woman for whom he has no desire except the desire to live past attachment and its attendant jealousy, to live in the life that outlives our own. “Posthumous happiness,” in Butler’s analysis, entails proliferating the self through “connections among humans and things”; “It is about being determined in relation to others and to an ambient world.”

Eve and Barbara, she supposes, both enjoyed this other way of loving. “Who among us is not in love with Barbara Johnson,” Judy reports Eve as having said. Affirming her own love for them both, she closes by claiming “that something about that other way of loving is what is happening still …. We took her in,” she writes, about Eve, “and breathe her still, with surprise, and with gratitude” (70).

Butler’s conclusion brings me back to “Eve Sedgwick’s ‘Other Materials,’” to something I might have remarked on earlier, its dedication to me and Michael Moon. Until Scott sent us a copy of his published essay we had no idea he was writing it or dedicating it to us. We have known Scott since his partner Shane Vogel had a post-doc at Emory University’s humanities center in 2006, but were not involved in his writing of the essay. We are the dedicatees, I think, the way we are in the essay, thanks to our relationships with Eve, especially our writing-relations (my editing *The Weather in Proust*, Michael’s co-authoring “Divinity”). As Scott indicates movingly at several moments in his

---

essay, he never knew Eve; yet he writes, he hopes, without being misconstrued, of matters intimate to her, matters she shared, of course, in writing. “Her writings have been formative to my own writing on queer matters as well as my development as a white, gay male who came to us queer theory with Sedgwick’s work in my pocket” (7). This is how he positions himself early in his essay. He ends it this way: “So thank the powers that be for Little Evita’s ode de toilette. Schooled at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, I was unable to take one of her classes, but these are a few of the queer things that reading up on Sedgwick’s waste materials — from her earliest to her latest on “BUDDHIST STUFF” — brought to my mind for this journal’s special issue on queer objects. Treat this piece as a belated going-away gift for all the intimate stuff she never meant to give me, even though Sedgwick and I had absolutely no personal relationship whatsoever” (16).

Scott’s expression of gratitude here sounds like Judith Butler’s, except that it is offered without the personal knowledge of Eve and Barbara Johnson that Butler had; Eve’s writing is a gift not intended for him but nonetheless received by him in the personal/impersonal exchange that writing affords across the abyssal divide in objects detached and attached to ourselves as our selves are attached to/detached from shit, silk, bodies, words, things.

“Come As You Are”

Eve’s talk was first delivered at a conference on death and dying at SUNY Stony Brook in November 1999. She gave it in conjunction with an exhibit of her fabric art titled “Floating Columns/In the Bardo.” I turn to the talk prompted by Scott Herring’s brilliant attention to a central, material aspect of Eve’s focus on the realization of her own mortality. Her “Bathroom Song” guides him, and Eve ends “Come As You Are” by quoting it. He didn’t know its original position and put forward what she put behind. This forward/backward conjunction fits the position of the “I” of the poem, as he noted: the infant Eve cannot be distinguished
from its dying author. So, too, with fecal matter: it begins in food removed from its organic existence that we need to live; eliminated as waste, it becomes mulch that replenishes soil. The cycle continues. The meeting of beginning and ending is where we are to come as we are. After.

“I’ll end with one more poem—this one’s about toilet training, but it, too, quotes from the Heart Sutra,” Eve concludes. “Death” is the other poem of hers to which she alludes. She quotes it in full and recalls lines from it at several points. “Come-as-you-are” appears in its second line. Eve quotes “The point’s not what becomes you, but what’s you,” as she concludes. “Becomes” suggests at once “what makes you look best,” as well as “what you will turn into.” The two are connected, fabrics might adorn your body, but like other objects, including your body, they must be let go. The floating figures exhibited in Eve’s bardo — headless, lacking hands and feet — are made of fabric, covered in Eve’s textiles, fabric inside and out.

Connections between what you are and what becomes you are pursued throughout “Come As You Are” as Eve repeatedly asks who/what am I? “Why textiles, why Buddhism?” Why did these “come bounding” into her life as she came to realize her mortality? This, she insists, is and remains a real question, demurring from the usual stance of authorial control that would strive to make it seem as if the arguments and connections in her writing were “overdetermined.” To Eve, they remain “under-determined.” These two terms — and the either/or they might suppose — are woven into the discussion at every turn, posing its central quandary. The overdetermined “we all must die” that we all know is joined to but disjunct from the undetermined “we don’t know how or when.” Even Eve’s realization of her own death stops short there. The self, its capacity to master situations, is implicated. We live with a knowledge that we barely realize. Eve ponders the moment of realization — “It was the time when I learned that the breast cancer for which I’d been treated half-a-dozen years earlier had silently metastasized to my spine, and had become incurable” (this sentence comes well into “Reality and Realization” but at the beginning of “Come As
You Are”)—ponders it because the ongoing realization of her mortality may make it more real, or perhaps not. Nor can she determine the order of events that precipitated the conjunction of fabrics and Buddhism. Which came first, and was it before or after the diagnosis? Such determinations remain indeterminate, underdetermined. Rather than being able to answer the questions she can only wonder. Questions about temporality and life, raised at the opening of the talk, recur at its close. Eve reports that she has “come to terms” with “a process where endless underdeterminations continue to arise and arise in the face of one single overdetermination, whose narrative coherence will be only retrospective.” She has come to the end of questions about ends and determinations, left with what arises and arises, a phrase that may remind us of Henry James’s fantasy.

“What are these things doing in my life? I mean my life?” Textiles and Buddhism come “bounding,” violating the boundaries designated by the italicized terms. They come as things, arriving like the silently metastasizing cancer. Eve opposes the usual way of thinking of disease as an enemy to be combated, some undisciplined, immature, unruly, antisocial force—an outsider. Without saying more, she closes by making clear that fatal disease often is treated the same way as perverse sexuality is stigmatized. She advocates acceptance of what is, of what we are.

“Come As You Are” begins with what appears to be a sidebar in an opening paragraph about the slide show that accompanied the talk, but was not “particularly synchronized with it,” offering, she stresses, a variety of images of various Buddhisms and various textile traditions, each with its own modes of representation. The images, she continues, form “a sort of musical background or light show.” They are in a relation of ekphrastic exchange, two arts at once. As a light show, they show what makes them visible, what they are, not merely what they represent. The light show thus illuminates the quandary posed by the italicized terms my life (whose life is my life?). Buddhist practices of real-

---

19 Hal Sedgwick, who ran the projector, informs me that he showed somewhere around four hundred slides during the delivery of the talk.
ization tend in this direction as well, as does work in textiles that push back against the maker. In the bardo of death (Dharmata, the bardo of reality) “we can recognize the impersonal luminosity of mind …, recognize it not only as itself but as ourselves and not other than ourselves.” The light show mentioned as if it were an opening aside anticipates what comes after death. (The passages in “Reality and Realization” on the bardo light shows come in the middle of “Come As You Are.”) At such a moment, “the individuating, inexorable, karmic laws of dualistic cause and effect will be transformed into, or simply recognized as, the overarching, radically underdetermining, transpersonal freedom called realization.”

“The point’s not what becomes you, but what’s you.” In “Death” the “I” asks, “Why did I buy those silk pjs, with feathers / so long before the big affair began? / I’ve always slept in the nude. Now I sleep in the nude forever.” “Always” becomes “forever”; “Now” is the time in which this “I” speaks, a time that survives it. It has become what it is, an “I” in a text that illuminates what touching a textile intimates, “a reality, a beauty, that wasn’t myself, wasn’t any self, and didn’t want to be” that Eve “hungers” to handle. It answers the question “Death” poses. Not wanting to be is how to be. “No one sends the message … no one receives” it; this no one is you, neither sender nor receiver, subject nor object. No one yet not split in two either. What is written in the wind is something untraceable, evanescent as the moment. It is a matter of forgetting tantamount to realization.

“Reality and Realization” had intimated the co-implication of remembering and forgetting (maternal injunctions, rules of hospitality and exchange). “Come As You Are” furthers the discussion. Seriously joking, Eve wonders where her memory has gone, whether everyone’s has, presciently anticipating a present in which our memories are stored in our devices and tweets replace thoughts. Quietly demurring from a point in Sogyal Rinpoche’s Tibetan Book of Living and Dying (quoted far more extensively in this talk than in “Reality and Realization”), in which he posits the discovery of a true self against the ego to which we cling as if it were ourselves. Forgetting, rather, is key
to the not-self one is; making things invests one in “things [that] neither have nor are opinions and, ideally, cannot be mistaken for them.” They have no egos. When we make them (to the extent they permit) they return us to what we otherwise forget we are. In “The Weather in Proust,” Eve links forgetting to platonism and neoplatonism, anamnesis and Plotinian meditation, to the re-minding that is realized in the little gods (cupids) that populate Proust’s landscape and beckon towards the other scene beside the one we know as our familiar reality, relations other than the clinging repudiations of desire and jealousy; those imprisonments. Memoria, memoria.

Eve reports herself “annealed into that instant in time,” the moment of realization. Fused with it, she is, at the same time shattered, unraveled. She is in what is forgotten, mindful in mindlessness. Characteristically, at the end of her talk, she wonders anew and asks again what she asked at the beginning, “Why the object fixation onto fiber art as real? Forget underdetermination; what can the sublimity of forgetting have to do with the hyper-retentiveness of these ‘schmatta studies’?” Are these not transitional objects? Asked and answered: are we not ourselves transitional objects? Think back to our investment in security blankets, worn away by our clinging to them, covered in tears and other bodily excretions; go back to toilet training. “Why would it be a scandal if the task of dying and those of toddlerhood such as individuation and even toilet training were not so different — were, so to speak, molded of the same odorous, bimorphic clay.” These provocative questions lead to the discussion of self and not self, of waste products and letting go, the conjunction of shit and satin. The “scandal” of existence lies in its nondualistic doubleness: we are part of what we leave behind, palpably connected to what is not us. These connections across ontological divides also characterize sexuality. In “Death,” we are told how to (un)dress for the party, the affair with death. We are addressed as “man” by a speaker whose body worries seem to include a tummy that needs girdling and elevator shoes to add height. Is the “man” so colloquially addressed male or female? Is the speaker? “Suppose the many, stubborn, transfor-
mational negotiations with chosen cloth objects are a medium for experimenting with the dimensions and new possibilities of this unwelcome imperative” of “letting go.” Eve realized this in figures floating in the bardo.

Same and different, two and one, beginning and end. Eve entertains the unwelcome imperative of death. She returns at the end of her talk to Rick Fields, mentioned earlier in the context of the kind of academic project that opened “Reality and Realization,” and that Eve mentions two thirds of the way into “Come As You Are.” Fields explored American (white) Buddhism, now he is invoked for how he approached death — his death — as a way of life, finding where he was “on the cycle of existence” that joins beginning and ending. We are all living dying. To realize that is to find where we are and who we are. Eve likens this discovery to the conjunction of AIDS and cancer that had occupied her at least from Tendencies on. They join to create new forms of relation between persons, genders, races, opening new public spaces. On a personal level, in this “now,” Eve is both terminal and alive, doing well and dying, entering thereby into a new realms of freedom “both of meaning, relation, and memory, yet also from them.” By not holding onto what one must let go of, one could identify lovingly with it, “identify,” Eve writes, “with the fabric and structure of this discohesive fate itself.” To illustrate this, take “Bathroom Song.” Follow one’s shit across boundaries to be “utterly gone” into “enlightenment,”

Send the sucker off to Grandma
Gaté, gaté, paragaté;
parasamgaté; bodhi; svaha!

We arrive at the end of “Come As You Are” where Scott Herring began; this is where Eve ends and where we (and she) come after when we come as we are.
“Woven Spaces”

My heading comes from the title of the first of two essays on Eve’s work by Katy Hawkins. “Woven Spaces: Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s *Dialogue on Love*” appeared in the same issue of *Women and Performance* that included the two poems quoted in “Come As You Are.” “Re-Creating Eve: Sedgwick’s Art and the Practice of Renewal” is the printed version of the talk that Katy (here named Katherine) gave at the Honoring Eve Symposium at Boston University on October 31, 2009. Katy Hawkins was a dissertation student of Eve’s at the CUNY Graduate Center and, as she notes in both essays, intended to publish a book on Eve’s creative career. She situates both essays around occasions in her relationship with Eve.

The first is set at SUNY Stony Brook in 1999 when Eve delivered “Come As You Are.” Katy’s mother, the author of a book on illness, also was there; Katy introduced the two women. In her essay, she compares their ways of understanding illness and death. She extends notions of maternity through a key passage in *Dialogue of Love* (217) in which the encounter of Aeneas and his mother Venus applies to the positions occupied by Eve and Shannon Van Wey as much as it does to whoever is reading/receiving her words. Within this widening matrix, Katy poignantly ends her essay by noting how this extended relation prepares us for loss, as Aeneas is when he retrospectively recognizes the goddess guiding him: “We must gaze at such gifts long enough to realize them, so that we can be okay when she is gone.”

This final sentence locates “Woven Spaces” in the matrix of the “after” that is my concern. An essay that begins with a personal encounter becomes an exchange much like the one that ends Scott Herring’s essay. The gift of Eve’s work, enmeshed with a recall of Virgil, in dialogue with Anne Hunsaker Hawkins’s *Reconstructing Illness: Studies in Pathography*, extends into the capacious freedom of the impersonal; it is exemplified and

---

made available in Eve’s “art and practice of renewal,” to recall the subtitle of “Re-creating Eve.” Midway through it, the title describes Eve’s practice and ours, she mentions that in her talk she has discussed Eve’s art works in the order in which Eve first showed them to her. Her essay recreates her experience. We are surprised to discover that we don’t know to whose agency we should ascribe its movement from beginning to end.

These two essays are among the most capacious and suggestive writings to explore the full range of Eve’s creative output. “Woven spaces” is but one figure offered to summarize the double movement of an opening that affords all kinds of crossings. “Nexus,” “matrix,” “knot,” and “tangle” are other terms for the time/space explored. From the first sentence of “Re-Creating Eve,” in which she looks forward to the publication of “The Weather in Proust,” which she has read already, the motives of renewal, refreshment and recreation project an “after” into a future we may inhabit, a time/space where we may be, where we are, in relation to Eve’s oeuvre unfolded in the essay. In what follows I trace only a few of these salient conjunctions.

* * *

One of the ambitions of these essays is to articulate relationships between early and late Eve. In the precis to “Woven Spaces,” she writes that in Dialogue on Love “Sedgwick’s approach ... develops the theoretical concepts from across her oeuvre,” immediately glancing at the “historical, formal and theoretical matrices” involved (251). From the start, even before the essay has begun, it weaves its threads. Its matrix cannot really be confined to a singular topic or account when the strands that come together expand to encompass such concerns as “nonlinear time, hybrid form, and intersubjective relation.” By the end of the precis, a text first said to develop concepts is redescribed “as an important extension of her scholarship.” This development might as easily be called a transformation. At the same time, when couched as a matter of “intersubjective relation,” we have to note that the essay argues that Eve faced terminal illness
as she had always faced her life: she never supposed her own bodily or subjective integrity.

The concept that links early and late Sedgwick in “Woven Spaces” is “queer.” The term is attached to Eve’s subjectivity “as an open space for multiple temporal positions” (253; she is both herself and not herself), to the mixed form of Dialogue (poetry and prose, for starters, Eve’s “I” and Shannon’s in their own type-face, but not subjectively separate). It extends to Melanie Klein’s work: “Reparative motives seem to ‘rhyme’ with Eve’s prior theorization of queer ones,” Howkins writes (256). “Seem,” as well as the metaphoric use of “rhyme,” suggest at once similarity and difference as a way to describe these temporal relations. In Eve’s turn to the reparative (paired with the paranoid), she also sees “a shift away from anxious, fixated obsession toward a kind of detached, curious, relishing interest” that “revives creative interest … generating space for the interplay of multiple positions and identifications.” This detachment creates “a gap between the present reconstructing self and the past experiencing selves” (256). Although that gap might suggest an interruption, a break between past and present, it also is the space of renewed creativity. True to Eve’s thought, Hawkins reformulates either/or versus both/and as either/or and both/and.

A couple of footnotes in “Re-Creating Eve” glance at continuities from early to late Sedgwick. Space, one metaphor for what Eve’s work opens as well as the realized terrain it occupies, is sketched in note 4. This theme, she writes, becomes “more overt”: from The Coherence of Gothic Fiction to the treatment of texture in Touching Feeling, a difference within the same emerges, a developmental narrative that still leaves in question the relationship between knowing and realizing. The covert/overt plot posits a realization of a truth not so much about who one is as it is about what is.

Another continuity is pursued in note 9, the “analogy of weaving for writing (and, indeed, thinking)” across Eve’s work.  

---

This note glosses the late loom book Eve made in which threads and strips of treated fiber create a multidimensional space across which, in various alphabetical shapes, clauses from Proust are deployed. “As such, the Loom Book is the very definition of Queer work, according to Sedgwick’s definition in *Tendencies*.”

The passage she has in mind also is crucial for Jason Edwards in “For Beauty Is a Series of Hypotheses?: Sedgwick as Fiber Artist.” It is the one in which Eve defines “one of the things that ‘queer’ can refer to: the open mesh of possibilities, gap, overlap, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or *can’t* be made) to signify monolithically” (*Tendencies* 8; recall that Fawaz titles his introduction to *Reading Sedgwick* “An Open Mesh of Possibilities”).

“Mesh,” “gap”: Eve’s first two terms are drawn from weaving, a coming together that also is a temporal spacing apart; the next phrases, joined by “and” bring together what might usually be separated as contradictory. “Elements,” a bit further on, deploys a word that could designate the basic materials out of which all things are made as well as the letters that form words — what we learn in elementary school. All things are made only in positions/relations. The letters of the alphabet are arbitrary strokes meant to mean. Eve’s most immediate reference is to the categories of identity — gendered, sexual — that either refuse to signify singularly or that are refused that capacity. That refusal — those refusals — nonetheless can be drawn under the capacious rubric of “queer” since it brings together all things athwart, cross-woven. Eve is not finished defining “queer” in this sentence. The next paragraph zooms in to “same-sex object choice, lesbian or gay” as “the term’s definitional center,” while the paragraph that follows, “at the same time” zooms out to “dimensions that can’t be subsumed under gender and sexuality: all the ways that race, ethnicity, postcolonial nationality crisscross with these *and other* identity-constituting, identity-fracturing discourses, for example” (9). The definitional centers of “queer” are at once an “open mesh of possibilities” that also may inhere to the specificity of an orientation.
Open possibilities stand in relation to what seems closed. Eve’s loom book realizes that: it is incapable of being read the way the phrases in Proust’s text would be in their sequential encounter in a book. The text in the loom has no determinate order. In “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness,” Eve analyzes the enforcements of language, sentences, including Proust’s extravagantly long ones, that posit subjects and objects in a determinate grammatical order. These sentences, moreover, appear to come from a source, an author, and create a subordinate position for the reader (Weather in Proust 79, 105). Things evade, open up, these positions of propositional knowledge, the domain of writing. Eve’s trajectory in “Making Things” parallels a quandary posed by this relation. She begins as if weaving were a refusal of writing, but ends insisting that there was no way for her to exclude writing from her weaving. Moreover, despite the eastern influence on her craft — binding Buddhism to textiles bound to her life — Proust persisted, a long-held love, as textiles were too. Both preceded her realization of mortality: they went from being a means of self-adornment, self-enhancement, self-preservation, to becoming her way to self-abandonment.

In “Re-Creating Eve,” Hawkins considers Eve’s relation to Proust: “her art is perhaps the best place to see the contours not just of the Proust she recasts for us, but of the late Sedgwickian mode she simultaneously refines.” “Recasts” and “refines” are the final verbs in this paragraph used to describe the arc of Eve’s career, the “expansive movement in her oeuvre from the propositional mode of knowingness in, for example, Between Men and Epistemology towards a drive in her later work towards themes of refreshment and rebirth” (278). These formulations, even as they posit differences between early and late also pose them in reiterative relations. Indeed, if one glances at the final chapter of Epistemology, “Proust and the Spectacle of the Closet,” one can see resonances, anticipations of late in early, as Eve explores the contradictions between Proust’s reductive statements about homosexuality in book four of the Recherche and the figuration that conveys and exceeds this propositional content. The closet in Proust is multiple, deployed as much as a spectacle supposed-
ly to be seen through as a space in which hiding is a losing game. Reading the “glass closet” of Charlus involves a “volatile barometric career,” Eve writes (Epistemology 228), deploying a figure that will become an index to the weather in Proust. Throughout she is on the lookout for “enabling nexuses of incoherence in the text” (226), knots that unravel the choking constriction of the laws of desire. These are, as Hawkins writes, the “typical weather” in Proust, closed systems that seem closed; Eve “assembles an entirely new Proust” from his “unmatched skill for reawakening the vitality of the world” (“Re-Creating Eve” 277). The “entirely new” is not located somewhere other than in the deadening old.

Arguably, there is a path from the deconstructive strategies of Epistemology to Eve’s later work. Her move to making things did not mean that she stopped writing. Eve balks in Touching Feeling at the infinitizing evacuations of anti-essentialism, not in order to reinstate essentialism but to find something beside it, an eastern notion of fullness coincident with emptiness, a continuum across the ontological divide of life and death located in Being (and also in the verb “to be”), a reality principle in which the end of anyone’s life, that terminus, coincides with the realization of death possible in life. Despite the emphasis on dying and the afterlife in the first books Eve read about Buddhism, Sogyal Rinpoche’s and Robert Thurman’s recensions of Tibetan explorations of the bardos, these books also can re-orient one to how to live. Rather than proclaiming that there is nothing but text, these show how nothing will come of nothing. “Deconstruction is the theory, Buddhism is the practice,” is Eve’s formulation in “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness” (Weather in Proust 75).

* 

To return to the queer weave of Tendencies, a page before the passage Hawkins cites, Eve anticipates the definitions she offers there: “What if … there were a practice of valuing the ways in which meanings and institutions can be at loose ends with each other? What if the richest junctures weren’t the ones where ev-
“Everything means the same thing?” What if they didn’t “line up” (6)? The line is reimagined as a juncture, a crossing in which things pass over and beside each other, like changing trains in a terminal, cleaving together and apart, in a passage that is also a knot, the way to what is not self, letting go. The result is raveled selvage, loose ends of the kind Eve left in her weaving, as Jason Edwards notes. They mark the materiality of transversed boundaries. What is it to be at loose ends? To be in a state of mind in which one’s habits and routines are interrupted by an unfamiliar emptiness: boredom, anxiety, excitement; to be at loose ends also is an activity, or so the supposed origin of the phrase suggests. Sailors, when they had a spare moment, were enjoined to check the ropes to make sure there were no loose ends that might scuttle the ship. To tighten them or to let go?

* 

Retrospectively, as we noted, we are told that “Re-Creating Eve” was shaped by the order in which Eve showed Katy her art. First comes a piece in which words from Proust are placed on the body parts of flexible mannikins that fly through the space of a watercolor background, a “matrix” that corresponds to the breath of Proust’s narrator’s grandmother that offers an “infinity of space” to his “constricted heart.” This text metamorphoses in the Loom Book citation of the recall of the first visit to Balbec recalled in “The Intermittencies of the Heart” section of *Sodom and Gomorrah*, the moment when involuntarily recalling his grandmother’s death shakes the narrator’s supposition “that all our inner wealth, our past joys, all our sorrows, are perpetually in our possession” (4:211); rather, our dispossession brings us to what is perpetual. Annihilation meets recreation. Language pulses with its self-undoing. Hawkins illuminates the situation

---

with an etymology: “Sutra: Sanskrit for ‘thread’” (“Re-Creating Eve” 276). Sutras are detachable bits, aphoristic condensations embedded in longer texts. “Each thread is designed to be examined as a free, isolated unit and at the same time the fabric of the whole is to be respected” (276). You can pick up a thread at any point, the order of the text is not its only order. Buddhism and weaving came bounding into Eve’s life at the moment of the realization of death in the way that “sutra” weaves together text and thread.

The last image in “Re-Creating Eve” features Guanyin, the Bodhisatva of Compassion, in triplicate with a Proust text set beside the statue in two of its iterations: “As in the classical landscapes where in the place of a vanished nymph there is an inanimate spring, a discernible and concrete intention had been transformed into a certain limpidity of tone, strange, appropriate and cold” (Proust 3:55). Cold: the inhospitality of the indifferent, impersonal universe, as in Woolf, The Waves, “We are cut. … We become part of that unfeeling universe.”23 Proust’s analogy is one of several offered to describe the effect of the voice of the consummate actress Berma, “which the fascinated spectator … took not for a triumph of dramatic artistry but for a manifestation of life” (3:55). Guanyin is insistently worldly, as Hawkins emphasizes, Eve, too, toward the conclusion of “Making Things” when she describes Guanyin’s reserve and accessibility as “relational … but not interpersonal,” an embodiment of the Heart Sutra’s “not self, not other, not both self and other, and not neither self nor other” (Weather in Proust 104). “And ‘similar,’” Eve continues, “seems to me to characterize their relation to gender … not male, not female, not both male and female, and not neither male nor female” (105). A queer conclusion.

**Svaha.** With that word, Katy closes her journey through the images Eve showed her. Untranslatable word at the end of “Bathroom Song” and the Heart Sutra, it resonates with Eve’s parsing of the compactions of “thusness” in “Pedagogy of Buddhism,”

---

where she writes, “the double movement of an apperceptive attraction to phenomena in all their immeasurable, inarticulable specificity, and at the same time an evacuation of the apparent ontological grounds of that specificity and, indeed, their being. The endless vibrancy of this resonant double movement …” (Touching Feeling 171). A sentence from Proust can be put beside Guanyin because, as Eve noted in her statement about “Works in Fiber, Paper, and Proust,” Proust’s language and thought is a medium like paper or fabric. It can “reflect the transformative potential of prolonged immersion in someone else’s mental world.” To be “in” Proust is to experience a holding environment, “simple material metamorphoses [of daily life] as they are emulsified with language and meaning” (Weather in Proust 120–21). “Emulsified” allows for both separation and meeting, the material doubleness of what is.

Buddhist thought, as both of Katy Hawkins’s essays show over and again, provides the matrix for the final metamorphoses in Eve’s formulations in her writing and weaving. Such coming together, taking apart is expressed this way by Sogyal Rinpoche:

Nothing has any inherent existence of its own when you really look at it, and this absence of independent existence is what we call “emptiness.” Think of a tree. When you think of a tree, you tend to think of a distinctly defined object; and on a certain level, like a wave, it is. But when you look more closely at the tree, you will see that ultimately it has no independent existence. When you contemplate it, you will find that it dissolves into an extremely subtle net of relationships that stretches across the universe.24

In this passage, the existence of individual objects (the tree, the self) is admitted, but as an open mesh of possibilities created by the crossing and intersections of a reality that passes through it, giving it the potential to be and to go on being. These remain

---

possible only by not being entirely realized. Realization, the fullness of what is, remains a potential necessarily empty, ready to be filled, resonant. Sogyal Rinproche’s language is metaphorical. The tree is likened to a wave (once again, I can’t help but recall Virginia Woolf), elements cross in a “subtle net” of relationships. The tree can’t be fully divorced from what makes it live, yet what gives it life denies it “inherent existence.” What holds it together is like the glue in a collage or stitch-binding fabrics that marks separation as does every boundary in a collage. “It can never be said too often that to realize the nature of mind is to realize the nature of things,” Sogyal Rinpoche writes (Tibetan Book 48). Even mind is matter, material that is the basis for what Eve called Proust’s mysticism, “the beings in the universe are filled … with the stuff of the universe” (Weather in Proust 32).

* May not thought itself be part of reality as a whole?,” the physicist David Bohm asks. Eve devotes a couple of pages to Bohm in “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness” (Weather in Proust 100–101) and alludes to him again at the end of the chapter. For Bohm, wholeness requires a rethinking of the whole/part relationship like that found in Buddhist thought. Eve’s understanding of “thusness” arises from contemplating a version of it in the finger/moon relationship of the index and the object it points. They are co-dependent. Eve notices Bohm’s favored terms to describe this relationship, implicate and explicate; their internal fold resonates with a technique in her fabric art, shibori tie-dye, fabric folded and opened to show new dimensions. The image Eve chose to exemplify this in “Works in Fiber, Paper, and Proust” (fig. 16; Weather in Proust) knots together fabric on each end; sentences from Proust appear on the cloth; gathered they form a new object. It exists as such but also as something to be taken in, to the extent it can be, by eyes and mind. In shibori

---

“the connection between the folded and unfolded … states … is very intimate, but … the … states don’t look even remotely alike” (98). For Bohm this is true of the relationship between the implicate and explicate states of the universe, joined in the movement of reservoirs of energy from which all discrete things come and into which they go, endlessly, in a time/space whose dimensionality is immeasurable.

Here it helps to recall that “eternity” and “infinity” are negative concepts. It is in negation, in nothing, that relation takes place. Bohm offers no comprehensive propositional theory to explain everything but offers a transformational relation between two orders whose lack of likeness does not preclude their sameness: “in its totality, the holomovement is not limited in any specifiable way at all. It is not required to conform to any particular order, or to be bounded by any particular measure. Thus, the holomovement is undefinable and immeasurable” (Wholeness and the Implicate Order 191).

“Holomovement” is Bohm’s term for the (non)relationship between a hologram and its object, a nonrepresentational model for Bohm for a whole/part relation grounded in emptiness and negativity. “Everything implicates everything,” nothing is, except in the movement of implication and explication, of unconsciousness and attention to a part that only can be grasped when it folds back into the ungraspable. Bohm’s theory derives from quantum physics, and its bottom line is “non-continuity, non-causality and non-locality” combined with “undivided wholeness” (223). Speculative, ungraspable: propositional terms govern Newtonian physics that explain the ordinary reality of the explicit; specific concretizations and perceptions make visible what makes them possible but not inherent or permanent; possibility arises and arises from the implicate order, an “immense ‘sea’ of energy” (243) whose governing laws remain unknown and “probably unknowable” (226). This energy joins implicate and explicate together/apart “on the basis of a single ground” (245) of materiality, where “the holomovement which is ‘life implicit’ is the ground both of ‘life explicit’ and of ‘inanimate matter’” (247). Being and Non-Being meet in possibility.
Eve ends “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness” with the Loom Book that Katy offers as her penultimate example. The order of the images is not their point. This is perhaps conveyed by the penultimate image in Eve’s talk, a band of five Bodhisattva heads, moving from fully illuminated to dark encasement, punctuated with a sentence from Proust broken into words and phrases, seven rows of marbled letters at right angle to the heads. “The most exclusive love for a person is always a love for something else” (2:563). Eve made this one for Michael and me (it’s above our living room mantle). It resonates with Eve’s discovery of Shannon Van Wey’s care for her that Katy discusses at the end of “Woven Spaces,” where Eve writes “I love that his care for me was not care for me” (Dialogue 219). Eve trips on the way to an appointment with Shannon, dislodging a patch of earth. After her session, unseen, Eve watches Shannon going over the same ground, noticing the displaced clod of mulch, patting it back where it belongs. Like the voice lodged in Eve’s mind it intimates that it’s time to let go, to let be.

After (again)

Proust’s title, In Search of Lost Time, suggests a forward motion (à la recherche) towards recovery. It is after what lies behind, it comes after what it is after. Recherche is both retrospective and reiterative; temps perdu offers similar aporias. Can one find what has been lost? Not in Proust’s terms since involuntary memory cannot be a matter of voluntary, willed, action. Whatever is found coincides with what was lost. Such a search is potentially endless. The structure of Proust’s massive novel is recursive, leaving the reader with the question whether the text we have read is the book the author feels ready to write at the end of Time Regained or a prelude to the novel imagined there. The novel seeks to unearth what is buried, in the past, in the mind, a hidden key to determinations, decisions, desires that, at one and the same time, seem accidental, chance occurrences. Surprises,
Eve’s focus in “The Weather in Proust,” are moments of refreshment and reincarnation that go hand-in-hand with inexorable and inescapable laws. The activity of the novel, intimated in its title, is suspended at the nexus of sameness and difference, the forgotten and the remembered, a holding environment in which one attends to two things at once, something and something else, something and nothing.

In “The Weather in Proust,” Eve remarks on the “elastic, permeable boundaries in Proust” as particularly hospitable to “the Plotinian understanding of universal soul, reality, nous, or good that, like Buddha nature, both surrounds and animates the individual” (Weather in Proust 14). Eve’s densely packed formulation finds support in the double meaning of “individual,” its older sense of indivisibility from what one is not and its modern sense of being separated as itself. Her sentence brings together a strand of neoplatonic thought about a conceptual/moral/ontological/psychological/spiritual nexus, each aspect of which is designated by a term not equivalent to the others with which it is nonetheless grammatically equated. These multiples are extended by way of “like,” a term that means similar to, but not the same as, to “Buddha nature.” In it, inner and outer are indeterminately joined the way the air we breathe fills our lungs. “Nature” takes the place of soul/mind. The word that draws east and west into proximity is, perhaps, “animate.” It nudges, too, in the direction of animism, maybe of Aristotle’s De Anima. As well, its Latin title translates the Greek psuchē, at once mind and soul and breath.

In Eve’s late work in fiber, Proust and eastern texts appear, sometimes with Buddhist images. Proust and Buddhism come together, she notes in “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness,” because both “function as touchstones to [her] sense of reality” (Weather in Proust 113). Buddhism, a late object of interest, led her to “now realize” what she had “always found in Proust” — “always,” that is, after she read him soon after finishing her PhD, as she told Stephen Barber and David Clark (Regarding Sedgwick 245). The temporal process of now and then is, at the same time, a realization that suspends the distance between them in an “al-
ways” that gestures towards the “reality” in which both partake and, at the same time, to which they point. This daily “mysticism” involves “material metamorphoses as they are emulsified with language and meaning” (*Weather in Proust* 113). Emulsification is an activity that brings together substances that usually can’t mix. Here, this occurs in “language and meaning,” a doublet that might equate those two words and might not. “Material metamorphoses” seem to be located in an ordinarily perceptible reality (cooking and digesting are two textbook examples of the process), but “mysticism” suggests the form of attention Eve calls “realization,” an apprehension likely to take your breath away — and perhaps available only when that happens, though perhaps, too, in dreams, or meditation on the breath that take one to the limits of self, its permeable boundaries.

Proust brings us there, Eve notes at the end of “The Weather in Proust,” through aesthetic experience, especially when Proust’s narrator recognizes that his talent coincides with, and is not threatened by, an art that “is something I am not” (6:240). Being an artist involves a metamorphic reincarnation into “this being that had been reborn in me” (6:264). These late recognitions are not confined to language, and in the course of the novel this art experience is found as well in music, painting, architecture, sculpture, and acting. Proust’s language, as Eve insists, is a medium, a transferential one. As Glavey shows, it is ekphrastic, and not just in the passage describing the Robert fountain with which Eve opens “The Weather in Proust.” The phrase in the Vinteuil sonata, Elstir’s brush strokes, indeed almost any descriptive passage in the novel, filled with likes, as thoughs and as ifs, conveys the reality that draws Eve.

* 

Before the narrator arrives at his understanding of his talent, Bergotte is the writer in the novel whose work intimates this impersonal understanding; I turn to him now, although late in *Within a Budding Grove,* where the title metaphorizes young women as flowers, *en fleur,* the painter Elstir takes over the role
that Bergotte plays earlier. Elstir’s work is praised for its ability to suppress demarcations, arriving thereby at a “multiform and powerful unity” (2:567). This dividing line is breached in the narrator’s first reading of Bergotte when he encounters “a hidden stream of harmony, an inner prelude” in what he reads (1:129). Plunging into those images, immersed, all ear, he finds himself falling in love with the author, “a joy that I felt I was experiencing in a deeper, vaster, more integral part of myself from which all obstacles and partitions seemed to have been swept away” (130). The “part” of himself found seems at once whole (integral) and part of an extended, ekphrastic whole. These images for the erotics of aesthetic experience draw on analogies with music and the visual arts as well as nature (“stream” and “swept away” echo in Elstir’s work in which air and water dissolve). The “part” realized in language — or, better, in style, stretches back to the immemorial, as Bergotte’s language is not current usage nor a matter of conscious life. Much is drawn together by the “thread” he weaves (1:131). Narrative sequence is sacrificed, cut. The reader feels disappointment when it resumes for the joy of reading is found in another text woven at the same time. The access to the real lies in Bergotte’s “harmonious,” yet “veiled” style, and Elstir’s Whistler-like painting answers to these descriptions too. What lies “hidden” nonetheless “explode[s] into [his] consciousness” by way of “imagery” (131), words, in this case drawn from the visual sphere, for what is otherwise wordless.

Introduced to “the gentle Bard” by Odette, “the name Bergotte” makes Proust’s narrator “start, like the sound of a revolver” (2:164). Bergotte stands before him “like one of those conjurers whom we see standing whole and unharmed, in their frock coats, in the smoke of a pistol shot out of which a pigeon had just fluttered” (165). The scene of the meeting continues through the imagery, through a series of “likes.” Out of the gun aimed “point blank” at the narrator Bergotte emerges in the haze: Shooter and shot change places; the lethal weapon emits a pacific dove and, at the same time, the “godlike elder” (163) the narrator had imagined from reading Bergotte is replaced by “a youngish, uncouth, thickset and myopic little man, with
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a red nose curled like a snail-shell and a goatee beard” (165). The imagined author has “vanished in the dust of the explosion” leaving behind only his work. In the description of the scene the physically real Bergotte seems less real than the metaphors in which he is inscribed. Revolver dust crosses the two domains as well as the relation between narrator and narration. So, too, upon first reading Bergotte, the narrator had been especially pleased to find his own thoughts had already been written by Bergotte in “mirrors of absolute truth” (1:132) that are those of a conjurer with a magic lantern. Reading Bergotte is a love affair akin to his with Albertine, who emerges from the haze of the gang of girls, or with Gilberte, “a repetition that manages to suggest a fresh truth” (2:648), or like Swann’s affair with Odette for that matter, that began on an “aesthetic basis” (1:582).

The narrator’s devotion to Bergotte had been consolidated after discovering that Swann knows him, that Gilberte is his constant companion. He falls in love with her thanks to her proximity to Bergotte. Bergotte may descend like a god to raise the narrator by way of his “perfected spirit” (2:132), but the “spirit” — mind, breath, soul — that penetrates the unknown life, the secret life lost in time, is also what the lover seeks in the beloved. He loves Gilberte “on account of all the unknown element[s] in her life in which I longed to be immersed, reincarnated, discarding my own as a thing of no account,” and it is because of Bergotte that he “had first loved Gilberte” (1:582). The two loves coincide and reverse like the revolver shot, “now it was above all for Gilberte’s sake that I loved him.” Who/what is it that he loves?

First meeting Bergotte in person, the Bergotte whom he had “slowly and deliberately elaborated for myself, drop by drop, like a stalactite, out of the transparent beauty of his books, ceased” (2:165). Conjured up by the name Bergotte, perhaps an amalgam of the etymological root ber- that in French suggests cradling, being held, and Gott, the German word for “god,” dispatched by his physiognomy, he is reconstituted by a voice whose monotony and odd inflection create “a plastic beauty independent of whatever his sentence might mean” (2:169), the aesthetic ba-
sis upon which Bloch had recommended Bergotte in the first place. In this emulsification language becomes meaningful in its meaninglessness, a “harmonious flow of imagery,” to mix metaphors (169), that delivers “a priceless element of truth held in the heart of each thing.” This element may be the one sought too in the beloved. Its pricelessness negatively empties the fullness of the thing it is. This is Proust’s heart sutra. “Perhaps there exists but a single intelligence of which everyone is a co-tenant, an intelligence toward which each of us from out of his own separate body turns his eye” (2:195). Eve marks this sentence as Plotinian (Weather in Proust 2), and remarks how it corresponds to a Buddhist universal permeation and fullness also found in Proust: “Proust has an unusual aptitude … for replotting linear, genetic, or hierarchic narratives as images, instead, of synchronous profusion and companionship — most especially, self-companionship” (15).

“The priceless element of truth hidden in the heart of each thing” is “the little drop of Bergotte buried in the heart of each thing,” a drop “related to all the rest and recognizable, yet … separate and individual” (2:170). We reach here too the heart of Eve’s axiom one. Proust continues, “So it is with all great writers: the beauty of their sentences is as unforeseeable as is that of a woman we have never seen.” Seen and unseen meet here, as do the surprise of difference in an elemental sameness of relation.

This element drives Bergotte to his last scene. Just before he dies, he goes to see a painting by Vermeer. A critic has remarked on a “little patch of yellow wall” in the View of Delft that Bergotte cannot recall. Dizzy, fixing his gaze, “like a child upon a yellow butterfly that he wants to catch,” Bergotte sees how he should have written (5:244), catching at what is fleeting, imperceptible, making it visible. Butterflies, metamorphic, animated creatures that crawl, then fly, intimate material transcendent metamorphoses. This is how the narrator understands Bergotte’s realization of the creative life in which one is “obliged to begin over again” (245), to write toward the perfection of a patch of yellow whose representation responds to no social imperative “given sanction in our present life,” but awaits “a world actively differ-
ent from this one” (246) to receive it; an entirely different world, from which we come and to which we return, the narrator posits in a characteristic “as if,” that also is in this world, in the art work itself. The life of that work is Bergotte’s: “So . . . the idea that Bergotte was not dead for ever is by no means improbable” (246). This is not entirely a consolatory realization, as the narrator had found, contemplating his own death “or a survival such as Bergotte used to promise mankind in his books, a survival in which I should not be allowed to take with me my memories, my frailties, my character, which did not easily resign themselves to the idea of ceasing to be, and desired for me neither extinction nor an eternity in which they would have no part” (2:338–39).

Before meeting Bergotte and after hearing from M. de Norpois that he dined with the Swanns, the narrator asks whether Bergotte was there. Norpois responds in a way that anticipates the reception Proust might have feared for the Recherche, by reviling Bergotte’s “manner” as seductive, precocious, thin, “lacking in virility” (2:61), a trifling without foundation, the embodiment of “Art for Art’s” sake. He also deplores Bergotte’s irregular sex life. This objection, the narrator, after meeting Bergotte, refuses, seeing his defiance of social convention as making a space for the real life he lives in imagining other lives (2:182). There are two Bergottes, one at home in the social world in which he talks incessantly about his “powerful, rich or noble friends in order to enhance himself” (2:180), though also able to describe Odette as a “whore” to the narrator (199). His real self is the one who writes. It can be attached to a sentence from “The Method of Sainte-Beuve” quoted as Proust’s aesthetic credo in the biographical note at the beginning of each volume of the Proust translation I have been citing: “A book is the product of a different self from the one we manifest in our habits, our society, in our vices. If we mean to try to understand this self it is only in our inmost depths, by endeavoring to reconstruct it there, that the quest can be achieved.” Hence Eve’s “interest in using

26 Although Bergotte’s sex life is heterosexual it is compared with Charlus’s at 4:13–14.
Proust’s language and thought as a medium, one with a texture and materiality comparable to other artistic media, that can be manipulated through various processes to show new aspects” (Weather in Proust 113). So, string together sentences from Proust across a loom book that manifests depths. Or, take a sentence, for instance, “The most exclusive love for a person is always a love for something else” (2:563), parcel it out, divide it between identical Bodhisattva heads, array word and image across a field half white, half black, so that the heads eventually fade into darkness, deeply veiled. The words stay lit but nonetheless undergo a metamorphosis, from an “exclusive love,” supposedly unique and singular, to “a love for something else.” Likewise, a person becomes a thing, while the process-in-time becomes an “always” as we read. What persists is the single word “love” doing double duty.

“A Pedagogy of Love”

My heading cites a phrase from the opening section of Lana Lin’s “Object-Love in the Later Writings of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,” chapter two in Freud’s Jaw and Other Lost Objects. As Lin notes, “love” is a word often coupled with Eve’s name, often by those, like her, who never knew Eve. She instances a recent essay by Jonathan A. Allan, who declares his love, and surveys that of others, including some who knew her (like Michael Moon and Jonathan Flatley) and others who did so through her writing. “Love” is the last word in Hawkins’s “Re-Creating Eve.” Although Katy knew Eve personally, her definition of love points in another direction, to the depersonalized attention that continually renews our world, inside and out (280). “Love is the spine, the nexus, that holds together Sedgwick’s late work,” she continues. That is where we are too, held with her, as she insists in closing sentences that string together a definition of where that is made of a string of “nots” — “not a vase, not a jar, not a body, not a loom or a book or a heart.” This holding environment is “nothing that can be contained or created.” Lin suggests something similar when she defines Eve’s “pedagogy of love” as
“reparative work” consisting of “acts of impersonal and anonymous love. Through a generalized care for the world,” she continues, “Sedgwick learns to care for herself as an object of love”; “Sedgwick learns how to grasp what sustains her by paradoxically letting go.”27

“Grasp” is a difficult term here since it seems to give agency to someone who, “paradoxically,” is “letting go,” not grasping. “Impersonal and anonymous,” likewise, when Lin rephrases Eve’s care as “generalized,” translates the negative/privative “im” and “a” into the inclusive totality of those who have something in common. One key to these difficulties can be found perhaps toward the end of Lin’s chapter when she cites Lee Edelman’s paradoxical definition of loss: “Loss is what, in the object-relation, it’s impossible to lose” (Sex, or The Unbearable 47). Loss, Lin glosses, “materializes to fill that gap” (Freud’s Jaw 109), filling what’s lost. Although reparation cannot repair the loss, it does make the need for repair something we all share. Loss becomes something we cannot live without.

Lin’s account imagines a time before our loss. Edelman’s statement tends in the opposite direction. Loss not only is irreplaceable, it is the condition of our being from the start, or at least once the subject becomes a subject after entering the Lacanian Symbolic. Before that, the phantasmatic Imaginary is a site of wholeness and oneness. Eve’s education, and ours through hers in Lin’s statements, is a similar temporal process. She loses her breast and realizes her mortality. We had her and then we lost her, entering into the bardo of death-in-life with her. However, in Buddhist teaching, that privileged moment of reality and realization is one we could see anytime. We never were whole, never “had” inherent existence. Lin subtitles her book “Fractured Subjectivity in the Face of Cancer.” Does “in the face of” mean before or after cancer? Eve’s pedagogy, I venture, is about the time when we are suspended the way her figures in the bardo float.

Allan formulates his love this way: “One of the things I love most about Sedgwick is that she gives permission to think in different ways, to embrace the challenge of being less paranoid, less anxious, less worried.” The challenge of being relieved? Like Lin’s, Allan’s seems an uplifting project. He writes about the “comfort” he gets from Eve just before the sentence I just quoted. Being “less paranoid, less anxious, less worried” may mitigate Edelman’s insistence on paranoid vigilance against false hopes of repair, but it has to be recognized that Eve’s pedagogic project was double-edged, less the altruistic self-sacrifice for others that Lin imagines, more an invitation in the direction of Dickinson’s recognition that “I’m nobody. … Are you nobody too?” Those lines can seem saccharine and coy, but perhaps are closer to the bracing humor Lin finds in Eve’s writing. It’s in evidence when Eve asked a reporter in answer to his question about her cancer — whether they “got it all” — “what part of the word ‘systemic’ don’t you understand?” (Freud’s Jaw 86). Ouch. Zinger.

Eve’s pedagogy involved making people smarter, as she and Shannon Van Wey agreed; it can make one smart. It involves recognizing one’s stupidity, something that Eve confessed often; the knowingness she fosters lies in the realization that it’s not one’s own. Lin’s love is identificatory; it embraces sameness. Her description of the moment she fell in love with Eve — “this Eve I have never met and yet somehow know and love” (Freud’s Jaw 114), as she finally and movingly puts it — was ignited by the response to her breast cancer Eve gives in “White Glasses,” where she writes, “Shit, I guess I really must be a woman” (Tendencies 262). Lin writes, “I had the same reaction Sedgwick had upon reading Silvan Tompkins. I nearly fell out of my chair. As a woman who has never completely identified as a woman per se (or as a man, for that matter), I was both shocked and pleasantly surprised that someone else would have shared my lack of

female identification” (Freud’s Jaw 98). It’s hard to say what is “the same” here. Eve’s response to cancer is conflated with feelings she and Adam Frank, writing jointly, had, finding themselves found by a text. Lin discovers that Eve shares her own incomplete identification. But is her lack of male identification the same as Eve’s identification with gay men? Rather than trying to parse the same by way of a point-by-point correlation, it helps to recall Lin’s thesis about part-objects, and the difficulties posed for sameness if no subject is whole to begin with. Did Eve identify as a woman or not? Did cancer make a difference in her identificatory processes? Finally, there is a question of tone — of style — in Eve’s response. What is “shit” doing here?

Lin continues her account of how their shared lack of female identification “was the start of an identificatory love with Sedgwick … only enhanced when I discovered from her husband, Hal, that she and I shared the same oncologist” (Freud’s Jaw 98). Again, a sharing of the same, “We had undergone some of the most intimate, invasive, and terrifying procedures at the behest of the same doctor.” Did they therefore have the same experience? Lin elaborates, by way of a similitude, “It was like finding out we had slept with the same person, or that we had the same mother.” How are these discoveries of the same? Indeed, how can likeness explain sameness when “like” means, precisely, like, not the same? Perhaps, for Lin, everything comes to the same thanks to a Freudian, oedipal psychological framework. Can one come to the same by way of difference?

* 

How does one fall in love with a writer? Barber and Clark broach this question at the conclusion to “Queer Moments: The Performative Temporalities of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,” their introduction to Regarding Sedgwick. They read Adam Frank and Eve’s response to Silvan Tomkins as part of a “melancholically incorporating fantasy” (49), Klein’s depressive reparative position. Adam and Eve’s advocacy of Tomkins — his bringing them out — entailed, as Barber and Clark stress, the realization of a
theoretical moment not their own, not along an identificatory route, almost as an impasse to it. “Like loving, reading extends along so many dimensions that aren’t really well described in terms of distinguishing decisively between object-choices, ‘this theoretical moment is mine, but that one is hers,’ and so on” (49–50). Barber and Clark sound like Eve here.

“Is it possible to be rescued by a book?” Annamarie Jagose asks, in reference to her own encounter with Eve’s writing. It was, she answers, “something like what I imagine it would feel like to be fired from a cannon, spangled and spectacular, newly aerodynamic, holding everything together … courtesy of an extrinsic propulsive force” (379). It takes Jagose only a few sentences to record her realization that her “likes,” her similes, come from Eve’s own description of reading Proust. Shot from a cannon, and surviving—how?—by being decimated, liberated, by a force not one’s own; the vitality Eve claimed as Craig Owens’s.

At the end of “Thinkiest,” Jagose attaches her love for Eve with Adam and Eve’s for Tomkins. She describes it as a “one-two punch”: They love his writing and want us to love it too; they love it because it loves them, and that’s why we should too. A “one-two punch” is not exactly a two-way street. It is a knock-out delivered, Jagose suggests, by “stylistic extravagance.” Reciprocity crosses itself in a “transferential scene of writing” that Jagose describes as a “gaffe” (381). Their presumption that their being loved makes them lovable to us is a faux pas, a lapse in manners, a breach of the unconscious. Extravagance comes from without—“extra.” It is, to recall Hawkins, “the depersonalized attention that continually renews our world, inside and out” (“Re-Creating Eve” 280). Barbara Johnson called this style “bringing out.” Hawkins analogized the process by way of a Zen koan: “To find me, look here. To find me, look elsewhere”—the finger and the moon in Eve’s Buddhist pedagogy. Eve describes this as Gary Fisher’s style, in that “For all its imposing reserve and however truncated, Gary’s is an idiom that longs to traverse

and be held in the minds of many people who never knew him in another form.”

A definition of love, re-served, held back, stored for future use; truncated, cut short, cut off, capable of being distributed, disseminated transversely, athwart, aslant, and of being received as being-held. Active-passive change place or occupy the “same” place. Fisher’s style is his own idiolect and is, “paradoxically” for “many people” who are like-minded, mindful that a mind “has never been liberated / It has never been deluded / It has never existed / It has never been non-existent.” This is as Dudjon Rinpoche puts it in a passage on mind that Eve cites (Weather in Proust 209).

* *

**How to mind Sedgwick** might be the pedagogic question that remains. To answer it, I return to Philomina Tsoukala’s essay, “Reading ‘A Poem Is Being Written’: A Tribute to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,” mentioned earlier. Tsoukala encountered “A Poem is Being Written” at a gathering of lawyers organized by Janet Halley and Jeannie Suk at Harvard in summer 2009. The group met to consider how queer thought about gender might play a role in family law. Among the assigned readings were Eve’s essay, which was first published in Representations in 1987, as well as the text by Freud that inspired it (“A Child Is Being Beaten”). “Our idea in selecting these two texts was to put the question of masochism directly to the group,” Halley writes in her introduction to the issue of Harvard Journal of Law and Gender in which some of the papers presented by participants were gathered. From the punishment imagined in Eve’s essay, Halley continues, arose “the text, the context, the matrix, the text of her desire to inhabit and transform the power wielded by her parents.”

---

insight could reframe family law in its efforts to distinguish a nurturing environment from an abusive one.

Four of the papers pursue these connections. However, Tsoukala chose instead to pay tribute to Eve by describing what reading her “felt like,” believing that her “fellow panelists would do a much better job … linking Sedgwick, Freud, and family law” than she could do. It “felt like Eve Sedgwick had just done something with me or to me” (“Reading A Poem is Being Written” 347). It had “the feel of a gradual undoing. … A hand was coming out of the frame to take away one layer, which then revealed another hand, taking off another layer” (346). She described this experienced as an “unveiling of herself” (346), in which the self in questions was also that of the author. Following Eve's self-exposure, not wanting to “keep her own ass covered” (347), Tsoukala declined to write the expected academic paper. Her experience had been “more like … a sadomasochistic erotic relationship” of domination and empowerment, “letting me think I had control and then withdrawing it, spanking me and then consoling me.” Her response doubles Eve’s “visibly chastised” style (Tendencies 177). What, finally, did this “obligatory resignification of her violence as love” feel like? “I finished reading the text and it felt like I had just had sex with Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick” (“Reading A Poem is Being Written” 347).

Tsoukala recognizes that her itinerary of reading corresponds to the one that Eve imagined, “a fantasy that readers or hearers would be variously—in anger, identification, pleasure, envy, ‘permission,’ exclusion—stimulated to write accounts ‘like’ this (whatever that means)” (Tendencies 214). “Anger,” “Identification,” “Pleasure and Envy” head sections of Tsoukala’s essay: anger at discipline, being forced to pay attention to Eve’s words; identificatory pleasure at feeling that Eve knew her “personally” (she responds by calling Eve “Eve”), coupled with amazement at what treasure lay hidden (“nuggets”) in parenthetical throwaways. “Here she was, an author merely three years older than me, who seemed to be years ahead of me in emotional percep-
tion and analytical power” (“Reading A Poem is Being Written” 343). “Ages ahead,” yet always throwing her off by going back again, making undoing the route to progress, like “just when I thought I had a hold on what it was exactly that she was doing, she straddled the paragraph and themes apart, leaving me at the mercy of her (it is now me who can barely stop herself from saying, parental) guidance” (345).

Tsoukala, like Bottom in *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*, takes all the positions on offer in Eve’s list. “Permission” is in scare quotes as is “like,” insisting thereby on the self-difference in the terms themselves. Is permission granted or taken? “Permission” is in doubt because agency is, uncannily, control and letting go. Is “like” a matter of liking or likeness, of sameness, when its possible manifestations include exclusion? This early essay of Eve’s — written after *Between Men*, and at an impasse in *The Warm Decembers* and before her work as a queer theorist — anticipates her late work. The enjambment that keeps catching up Tsoukala, pushing her back as she works to go ahead, opens on the possibilities of emptiness. At the end of Eve’s essay, and of Tsoukala’s as well, Eve comes out as a gay man by claiming a relationship between female anal pleasure (hers, in the dilated sphincter of an essay that keeps letting you in and pushing you out) and gay male sex. Tsoukala has sex with Eve, two women together in the weave created by the huge “empty space” of identification—across that Eve claimed was afforded by the anus (Tsoukala too). Tsoukala writes, “I was titillated and aroused by her discussion of, desire for, and reclaiming of women’s anal pleasure” (“Reading A Poem is Being Written” 347). They meet, in the productive, creative site of evacuation.

*The erotic, personal/impersonal space that draws Tsoukala and Eve together has been claimed as public by Melissa Adler. Eve sought to undo the restrictive Library of Congress subject cataloging of books that, for example, classified *Epistemology of the Closet* as “American fiction—Men authors—History and
Criticism.” Thus, her “theoretical positions on the performativity and relations of texts to one another and their readers undergird each chapter” of Adler’s book.33 Eve’s remarks on the self-constitutive role of reading in Tendencies (4) underlie her project. The library is a site of perversity, she insists in her introduction titled “A Book is Being Catalogued,” which riffs on Eve and Freud and quotes from “A Poem is Being Written” where Eve proclaims the library as queer territory, the place that makes her feel “so, simply, homosexual.” It was there, once she got the hang of the system that occults such knowledge, she found that her “wild guesses” were “almost always right.” “If information is being withheld (and to recognize even that is a skill that itself requires, and gets, development),” she writes, “must it not be this information?” (Tendencies 207).

The library is an erotically charged space, Adler comments, “Some might even regard the pleasurable experiences of browsing and losing and finding oneself in the stacks as an exercise in sadomasochism” (Cruising the Library 14). The library seeks to cordon off knowledge into disciplinary categories, but the perverse reader can thread her way through the disciplinary maze at its points of breakdown, re-piecing what has been separated, a reparative project undertaken by the sadomasochistic subject. Adler cites an essay by Donald E. Day that “calls for moving beyond the ‘user’ as generally conceived by information science toward a conceptualization that views subjects and objects as co-constitutive and co-emergent with ‘in-common zones for affects between bodies’” (173). In such a formulation, subjects and objects meet in the “in-common” between, a space in which differences, even those between the living and the dead, cease to matter as such. This is also to say that this nothing that matters is what is.

* 

Arriving here again at questions about likeness and difference, identity and identification. I draw towards a conclusion thanks to work by two former students of Eve’s, Jonathan Flatley and José Esteban Muñoz. Flatley’s “Unlike Eve” was delivered at the Boston University conference on Halloween 2009. His title reflects a question that he was asked after giving a job talk at Harvard, “What makes you different from Eve Sedgwick.” His response was flummoxed since he wanted to answer with “a fierce avowal of my desire to be like Eve” (“Unlike Eve” 229). What he should have said, Eve suggested to him afterwards as they talked about his humiliating experience, was what she would have said in his place, “Unlike Eve Sedgwick, I would take a job at Harvard” (229). There is a dizzying play of saying no and yes here, of likeness and unlikeness at once in Eve’s witty, scathing response. These latitudes are crucial in Jonathan Flatley’s 2017 book, Like Andy Warhol, which emphasizes how likeness, since it does not mean same as, can be a queer route to difference.

One such extension is José’s subject in “Race, Sex, and the Incommensurate: Gary Fisher and Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick,” republished in Reading Sedgwick. It was first published in 2013, the year of his untimely death, and initially delivered at the 2010 MLA convention. He takes off from Eve’s fantasy about the reception of “A Poem is Being Written” and allies it to Jean-Luc Nancy’s project in Being Singular Plural and later work on sense and the commons. “A commons of the incommensurate” found in Nancy is not liberal equivalence which reduces others into the same, a form of domination. Rather, it is an in-commonness made “along relational lines,” since that is what we all share. We are all in relation to each other, neither self-constituted, nor self-same. The self-distantiation that, for example, separates Gary Fisher’s poetics of racial submission from politics can be put beside the empowerment of Eve’s masochistic poetics. Neither

position is a straightforward re-inscription of the identity politics associated with race or gender. Eve and Gary Fisher share an identity in writing that touches on the irreducible plurality that Nancy affirms. Being not-one (nonce) is what each of us has in common. Commonness does not erase difference in finding grounds for likeness. It is a modus vivendi, the route towards “a living in common” ("Race, Sex, and the Incommensurate" 162) in a world we all share differently, differentially, a likeness that could as readily include hating as liking.

“Eve was abundantly and enthusiastically available for various practices of resemblance, identification, and imitation,” Jon Flatley concludes the introduction of his essay ("Unlike Eve" 225). Barber and Clark juxtapose Eve’s fantasied reception and response to “A Poem” with her announcement of “availability,” modeled on Michael Lynch’s “availability,” in “White Glasses” (Tendencies 261). “Being available for identification to friends, but as well to people who don’t love one,” Eve writes, “even to people who may not like one at all or even wish one well” (cited by Barber and Clark 19). This was her position she affirms as a queer theorist at the opening of “Making Things, Practicing Emptiness,” commenting on making herself “available,” where she writes, “To be able to fill this role for a while, and substantially affect the shape of some antihomophobic approaches, was a tremendous privilege” (Weather in Proust 70).

The meaning of such “availability” is raised by Anne-Lise François in “Late Exercises in Minimal Affirmatives.” Her essay about Eve develops from Open Secrets, a book that she describes as about nothing, making nothing happen, about minimizing attachment to a world minimally attached to you. Availability to being hated or loved, making oneself — or, better, parts of oneself that do not cohere as one self — available, invites the sharing (out) that José Muñoz explored. In “Queer Patience,” Karin Sellberg also invokes Nancy and describes Eve’s availability in terms of the “open mesh of possibilities” enunciated in Tendencies. Sellberg posits that Eve’s readers “become individual little parts
of the continually expanding set of relations that is Sedgwick.”36 By “Sedgwick” Sellberg means Eve’s writing: “We find one another in the poetic flow of her phrases, words, and inflections” (“Queer Patience” 199). “Her writing,” she writes, “is a space that simultaneously opens us up and brings us together” (200).

François links Eve to Roland Barthes and William Empson, joining them in their advocacy of “ease, effortlessness, instaneity, precarity,” as they offer themselves up to the transience of existence, to coming as we are.37 Eastern thought and texts model this availability. Barthes comments that the haiku, which seems at once to bear no meaning and yet is perfectly intelligible word by word, is a way of being available and dispensable—“dispensable, serviable,” (quoted in “Late Exercises” 39). Availability marks how we are, how Eve offers herself in granting “permission” to let go. François points to the dystopian side of this position especially now in an academy performed by disposable workers or in the deskilling of labor enjoined by superficial (or machine) reading; more specifically in Orientalizing dangers in the critics she compares to each other. However, she concludes, and I with her, that their stepping aside is “not simply a lapse or a checking out” (50). Or, if it is a “checking out” (in another sense of the phrase, attending to), it involves regarding what is when we are not.

